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associate athletics director/Communications ..dan Wallenberg
associate directors............................Leann Parker, Jerry emig
assistant directors alissa Clendenen, Kendra Willard, Brett Rybak,  
  ......................danielle Warner, adam Widman, alex Morando
interns................................................. Julie Brown, Ben Vondal
 Website ....................................OhioStateBuckeyes.com
 Main Office Phone ..................................(614) 292-6861
 Fax ..........................................................(614) 292-8547
Field Hockey Contact .......................................... alex Morando
Office Phone ......................................................(614) 292-1389
 Cell Phone ..............................................(330) 421-9034
 email ..............................................morando.2@osu.edu
Mailing address  .........................6th Floor, The Fawcett Center
  2400 Olentangy River Rd.
  Columbus, Ohio 43210
GAme dAy mANAGemeNT
 Facility Operations ..................................(614) 292-9450
 Fan experience & Promotions ................(614) 292-3672
 Training Room ........................................ (614) 292-1165
 equipment Room ....................................(614) 292-1679
The BiG TeN coNfereNce 
Scott Chipman, asst. Commissioner, Media Relations 
 Phone  ....................................................... (847) 696-1010
 email  ..............................................schipman@bigten.org
 Field Hockey Contact ............................. Stephen Villatoro
 Phone .......................................... (847) 696-1010 ext. 146
 email ................................................svillatoro@bigten.org
 Fax .............................................................(847) 696-1110
 Web site .............................................................bigten.org
 Mailing address  ............................1500 West Higgins Rd.
  Park Ridge, iL 60068-6300
uNiversiTy fAcTs
Location ........................................ Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.8m)
Founded ............................................................................ 1870 
enrollment 56,867 (Columbus campus); 64,429 (all campuses)
Nickname....................................................................Buckeyes
Colors .........................Scarlet (PMS 200) and Gray (PMS 429)
Mascot .............................................................. Brutus Buckeye
President ..........................................................  e. Gordon Gee
director of athletics..............................................eugene Smith
Faculty Representative ............................................ John Bruno
Conference .........................................................Big Ten (1913)
Facility ....................................................  Buckeye Varsity Field
Playing Surface / Capacity ............................astroTurf 12 / 500
field hockey hisTory
First Year  (Varsity) ............................................................ 1971
all-Time Record .............................................429-333-38 (.560)
NCaa Tournament appearances ...7 (1994, 2001, 05, 06, 09, 10, 11)
Big Ten Record/Years .................................91-113-10 (.449)/27
Big Ten Tournament Record/Years ....................17-17 (.500)/18
Big Ten Regular Season Championships .......... 3 (co-2001, 06,  
..................................................................................... co-2010)
NFHCa all-america Selections.............................................. 27
NFHCa all-West Region Selections ...................................... 89
all-Big Ten Selections  ........................................................... 83
NFHCa National academic Squad Selections....................... 91
academic all-Big Ten Selections ......................................... 140
TeAm fAcTs
2011 Overall Record .................................................12-9 (.571)
 (Home: 4-6, away: 6-3, Neutral: 2-0)
2011 Big Ten Record ..................................................4-2/T-2nd
2011 Big Ten Tournament ..................................................... 1-1
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.............................................. 13/5
Starters Returning/Lost......................................................... 9/2
Newcomers...............................................7 (2 F, 2 M, 2 B, 1 G)
Starters returning (9): Christina Shea (B), Carly Mackessy (F), 
Nora Murer (B), Laura Napolitano (B), Paula Pastor-Pitarque (M), 
Berta Queralt (F), Kaitlyn Wagner (M), danica deckard (F) and 
arielle Cowie (M). 
Starters lost (2): Jenn Sciulli (B) and ally Tunitis (G).
coAchiNG sTAff
Head Coach ................................anne Wilkinson, 17th season
alma Mater, Year  ................................................. delaware ’86
Field Hockey Office Phone Number  .................(614) 292-9017
Fax ....................................................................(614) 292-9195
Record at Ohio State/Years ...........................199-122 (.620)/16
Big Ten Record/Years ........................................62-50 (.554)/16
Big Ten Tournament Record/Years ....................14-14 (.500)/15
Career Record/Years ..................................278-206-9 (.574)/25
assistant Coach...............................................alexandra Street
alma Mater, Year  ........................................Michigan State, ‘04
assistant Coach.................................................Kelly Terwilliger
alma Mater, Year  ...............................................Ohio State, ‘07
credeNTiAl requesTs
Members of the media interested in obtaining game 
credentials should contact alex Morando in the athletics 
Communications office at (614) 292-1389 or morando.2@osu.edu. 
in addition, media interested in attending a pratice session should 
contact alex Morando in advance.
PlAyer iNTerviews
Media wanting to conduct interviews with any member of the 
Ohio State field hockey team should contact alex Morando to 
arrange the appointment. Please call at least one day in advance 
to allow setup time.
roAd requesTs
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s road 
games to the host school’s sports information director (see op-
ponent information on page 4).
PrAcTice
The Buckeyes practice schedule varies based on the amount 
of games and travel schedule for the week. They practice on their 
home field, Buckeye Varsity Field, next to the Outdoor Varsity 
Tennis Complex.
weekly releAse
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, is 
available on the official Ohio State athletics department web site 
at OhioStateBuckeyes.com. Releases are not mailed.
GAme dAy mediA services
Game notes and starting lineups will be made available to the 
media prior to each game. Scoring summaries will be distributed 
to the media following the game. additional requests should be 
directed to alex Morando.
rAdio/TelevisioN BroAdcAsTs
any member of the media wishing to broadcast games should 
contact alex Morando in the athletics Communications office at 
least 48 hours prior to the game.
PhoTo requesTs
all still photography requests of Ohio State student-athletes 
and coaches must be faxed or e-mailed to andy devito. He can 
be reached by email at devito.17@osu.edu.
PosTGAme Procedures
Postgame interviews will begin 10 minutes after the game 
ends. Players and coaches will be available on the field in front of 
the Ohio State bench. a member of the athletics Communications 
office will escort the media to the field.
video services
For information regarding video services and game footage 
(if available), contact Mark Smith, manager of video services at 
(614) 688-5359.
ohiosTATeBuckeyes.com
This is the official Web site of the Ohio State athletics depart-
ment. Ohio State field hockey releases, as well as a wide variety 
of related field hockey and athletics department information can be 
found on the web, including links to all 36 varsity sports.
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2 0 1 2  S C H E D U L E
dATe  oPPoNeNT Time
aug.   25 vs. UMass  2 p.m.
  26 at New Hampshire  2 p.m.
  31 at american   3 p.m.
Sept.  2 at Maryland   1 p.m.
  9 MiaMi (OH)  1 p.m.
  12 at Ohio  7 p.m.
  16 at Bucknell  10 a.m.
  19 KeNT STaTe  3 p.m.
  21 NORTHWeSTeRN *  3:30 p.m.
  23 MiSSOURi STaTe  12 p.m.
  26 ROBeRT MORRiS  3 p.m.
  30 at iowa *  12 p.m. 
Oct.  5 MiCHiGaN STaTe *  3 p.m.
  7 BaLL STaTe  1 p.m.
  14 at Michigan *  1 p.m.
  19 PeNN STaTe *  3 p.m.
  22 at Louisville  4 p.m.
  28 at indiana *   1 p.m.
Nov.  1-4  Big Ten Tournament (at iowa) TBa
  10-11  NCaa First & Second Rounds (TBa) TBa
  16-18  NCaa Final Four (at Old dominion) TBa
all times eT
Home games in CaPS played at Buckeye Varsity Field 
*Notes conference games
2 0 1 2  R O S T E R
No. NAme yr. Pos. homeTowN/Previous school
00 Biz Brehm Fr. G delaware, Ohio/Olentangy
1  emma Voelker Jr. G Timonium, Md./Maryvale Prep School
2  Christina Shea Jr.  B Chadds Ford, Pa./archmere academy
3  Peanut Johnson Fr. F dayton, Ohio/Oakwood
4  Carly Mackessy So. F/M Hudson, Ohio/Hudson 
5  annie VonderBrink Fr. F/M Kettering, Ohio/Kettering Fairmont
7  Nora Murer Jr. B Luzern, Switzerland/Kantonsschule alpenquai Luzern
8  Mona Frommhold So. M Berlin, Germany/Berliner HC
9  alexis allen So. F/M Shaker Heights, Ohio/Laurel
11 Sophia Pifer  Jr. B Coopersburg, Pa./Georgetown 
12 Maria Swartz Jr. B/M Columbus, Ohio/Bishop Watterson
13 Kaitlyn Wagner So. M Oley, Pa./Oley Valley
14 Stephanie White Fr. B Virginia Beach, Va./Cape Henry Collegiate School
16 Laura Napolitano Sr. B Cincinnati, Ohio/St. Ursula academy
17 Paula Pastor-Pitarque Jr. M Barcelona, Spain/Colegio el Pinar
18 Berta Queralt Sr. F Barcelona, Spain/institució Cultural del CiC
20 Corinne Boyce Fr. F Northampton, Pa./Northhampton
23  danica deckard Sr. F Selinsgrove, Pa./Selinsgrove
24 arielle Cowie Jr. M Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago/Holy Name Convent
27 emma Royce Fr. M Kingston upon Thames, U.K./Kingston Grammar School
29 Hannah Bard Fr. G Brodheadsville, Pa./Pleasant Valley 
31 Sydney Stype R-Fr. G Upper arlington, Ohio/Upper arlington
   
 head coach: anne Wilkinson (17th season, delaware ’86)
Assistant coach: alexandra Street (1st season, Michigan State ‘04)
Assistant coach: Kelly Terwilliger (1st season, Ohio State ‘08)
pROnUnCiaTiOn gUiDE
corinne Boyce = COR-rin 
Arielle cowie = aa-re-el   COW-ee
mona Frommhold = MOe-na 
Sofia Pifer = FiGH-fer 
Nora murer = MUe-er
Paula Pastor-Pitarque = POW-la   pas-TORe   pi-TaR-kay
Berta queralt = kay-RaLL
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2 0 1 2  O H i O  S TaT E  B U C k E y E S
00 Biz Brehm 
Freshman 
Delaware, Ohio 




















Shaker Heights, Ohio 






11 Sophia Pifer 
Junior 
Coopersburg, Pa. 








Virginia Beach, Va. 






24 Arielle Cowie 
Junior 
Port of Spain, Trinidad 
and Tobago 










31 Sydney Stype  
Redshirt Freshman 
Upper Arlington, Ohio  
4 Carly Mackessy 
Sophomore  
Hudson, Ohio 




Head coach: Steve Jennings  
Season/alma mater: 14th/Maryland ‘97
Career record: 172-84 (13 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 11-7
2011 record: 9-8 (4-1 Patriot League)
Sid: andrew Chesebro
Sid email: chesebro@american.edu
Sid phone: (202) 885-3030
Web site: aueagles.com 
BaLL STaTE CaRDinaLS
Head coach: Beth Maddox 
Season/alma mater: 3rd/Old dominion ‘05
Career record: 10-30 (2 years) 
Series history: Ohio State leads 11-7
2011 record: 4-16 (4-6 MaC)
Sid: Jessica Souto
Sid email: jasouto@bsu.edu
Sid phone: (765) 285-8242
Web site: ballstatesports.com
 
BUCknELL BiSOn  
Head coach: Jeremy Cook
Season/alma mater: 5th/drexel ‘02
Career record, years: 38-39 (4 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 1-0
2011 record: 8-12 (3-2 Patriot League)
Sid: Becky Hart
Sid email: reh039@bucknell.edu
Sid phone: (570) 577-1835
Web site: bucknellbison.com
inDiana HOOSiERS 
Head coach: amy Robertson
Season/alma mater: 13th/UMass ’88
Career record, years: 104-114 (12 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 13-7-1
2011 record: 9-8 (2-4 Big Ten)
Sid: Shana daniels
Sid email: sldaniel@indiana.edu
Sid phone: (812) 855-9402
Web site: iuhoosiers.cstv.com
iOwa HawkEyES
Head coach: Tracey Griesbaum 
Season/alma mater: 13th/West Chester ’89
Career record, years: 165-112 (15 years)
Series history: iowa leads 41-13
2011 record: 15-5 (4-2 Big Ten)
Sid: Patrick Sojka
Sid email: patrick-sojka@uiowa.edu
Sid phone: (319) 335-9411
Web site: hawkeyesports.com
kEnT STaTE gOLDEn FLaSHES
Head coach: Kathleen (Schanne) Wiler
Season/alma mater: 7th/Providence ‘97
Career record: 71-57 (6 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 19-6
2011 record: 8-13 (5-5 MaC)
Sid: Todd Vatter
Sid email: tvatter1@kent.edu
Sid phone: (330) 672-8467
Web site: kentstatesports.com
LOUiSviLLE CaRDinaLS
Head coach: Justine Sowry
Season/alma mater: 2nd/South australia ‘93
Career record: 68-40 (5 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 16-5
2011 record: 10-9 (3-3 Big east)
Sid: Lori Korte
Sid email: ljkortol@louisville.edu
Sid phone: (502) 852-3086
Web site: uoflsports.com
MaRyLanD TERRipanS
Head coach: Missy Meharg
Season/alma mater: 25th/delaware ‘85
Career record: 432-106-9 (24 years)
Series history: Maryland leads 6-0
2011 record: 19-4 (4-1 aCC)
Sid: Rose diPaula
Sid email: rdipaula@umd.edu
Sid phone: (301) 314-7063
Web site: umterps.com
UMaSS MinUTEwOMEn
Head coach: Carla Tagliente 
Season/alma mater: 3rd/Maryland ‘01
Career record: 22-26 (2 years)
Series history: UMass leads 2-0
2011 record: 7-11 (5-1 atlantic 10)
Sid: david Gunn
Sid email: dgunn@admin.umass.edu
Sid phone: (413) 545-5292
Web site: umassathletics.com
MiaMi REDHawkS
Head coach: inako Puzo
Season/alma mater: 2nd/Central de Venezuela ’92
Career record: 7-15 (1 year)
Series history: Ohio State leads 34-5-1
2011 record: 7-15 (4-6 MaC)
Sid: Mike Roth
Sid email: rothmb@muohio.edu
Sid phone: (513) 529-7092
Web site: muredhawks.com
MiCHigan wOLvERinES
Head coach: Marcia Pankratz 
Season/alma mater: 12th/iowa ‘85
Career record: 184-83 (11 years)
Series history: Michigan leads 34-24-2
2011 record: 15-7 (5-1 Big Ten)
Sid: Kent Reichert
Sid email: kereiche@umich.edu
Sid phone: (734) 647-1726
Web site: mgoblue.com
MiCHigan STaTE SpaRTanS
Head coach: Helen Knull
Season/alma mater: 2nd/Kent State ‘03
Career record: 7-13 (1 year)
Series history: Ohio State leads 37-19-3
2011 record: 7-13 (2-4 Big Ten)
Sid: Jamie Weir-Baldwin
Sid email: jweir@ath.msu.edu
Sid phone: (517) 355-2271
Web site: msuspartans.com
MiSSOURi STaTE BEaRS
Head coach: Gabby Gomez Sosa
Season/alma mater: 2nd/Missouri State ‘05
Career record: 7-12 (1 year)
Series history: Ohio State leads 6-2
2011 record: 7-12 (3-7 MaC)
Sid: ashlee Russell
Sid email: russell002@live.missouristate.edu
Sid phone: (417) 836-5402
Web site: missouristatebears.com
nEw HaMpSHiRE wiLDCaTS
Head coach: Robin Balducci
Season/alma mater: 22nd/UNH ’85
Career record: 210-209-4 (21 years)
Series history: Series tied 2-2
2011 record: 17-5 (4-1 american east)
Sid: doug Poole
Sid email: doug.poole@unh.edu
Sid phone: (603) 862-2585
Web site: unhwildcats.com
nORTHwESTERn wiLDCaTS
Head coach: Tracey Fuchs 
Season/alma mater: 4th/Connecticut ’88
Career record: 35-26 (3 years)
Series history: Northwestern leads 27-25-1
2011 record: 12-9 (1-5 Big Ten)
Sid: Julie dunn
Sid email:  julie-dunn@northwestern.edu
Sid phone: (847) 467-3746
Web site: nusports.com
OHiO BOBCaTS
Head coach: Neil Macmillan 
Season/alma mater: 8th/Loughborough ’96
Career record: 74-57 (76 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 22-9-3
2011 record: 19-5 (9-1 MaC)
Sid: drew Wiseman
Sid email: wisemanc@ohio.edu
Sid phone: (740) 597-1837
Web site: ohiobobcats.com
 
pEnn STaTE niTTany LiOnS
Head coach: Charlene Morett 
Season/alma mater: 26th/Penn State ’79
Career record: 427-170-17 (25 years)
Series history: Penn State leads 33-11-2
2011 record: 17-6 (4-2 Big Ten)
Sid: Brian deutsch 
Sid email: sidga01@rmu.edu
Sid phone: (412) 397-4953
Web site: gopsusports.com
ROBERT MORRiS COLOniaLS
Head coach: Olivia Netzler  
Season/alma mater: 6th/Louisville ‘04
Career record: 22-67 (5 years)
Series history: Ohio State leads 2-0
2011 record: 8-12 (2-5 NeC)
Sid: Michael Wagner  
Sid email: sidga01@rmu.edu
Sid phone: (412) 397-4953
Web site: www.RMUColonials.edu







EDUCATiON & HUMAN ECOLOGy
Ohio State Career Honors: 2011 Second Team all-Big Ten … 2011 Second Team 
all-Region ... two-time academic all-Big Ten selection (2010 and 2011) … 2010 
NFHCa National academic honoree … three-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2009, 
2010 and 2011). 
2011 (Junior Season): Started 20 games for the Buckeyes … tallied a career-high 24 points 
on a team-best 11 goals and two assists … ranked in the Top 10 in multiple offensive categories 
in the Big Ten, including tied for second in game-winning goals (5),  third in shots per game 
(4.80), fourth in shots (96), tied for sixth in goals (11), tied for seventh in goals per game (0.55) 
and tied for ninth in points per game (1.20) … scored first goal of season against second-ranked 
New Hampshire (aug. 27) … notched a three-point performance at James Madison (Sept. 4) 
with a goal and assist on a team-high six shots on goal … notched a team-high eight multi-point 
performances … played all 70 minutes against No. 5 Syracuse (Sept. 9), Kent State (Sept. 18), 
Michigan (Sept. 23), indiana (Sept. 30), Louisville (Oct.4), iowa (Oct. 8), Miami (Oct.18) and 
twice vs. Penn State (Oct. 22 and Nov.4) … had two goals, including the gamewinner, in a win 
vs. Michigan (Sept. 23) to be named Big Ten Offensive Player of the Week (Sept. 27) … led the 
Buckeyes to a 5-0 victory vs. Ball State with her first career hat trick for a career-high seven 
point performance … recorded a goal wins over indiana and Louisville, marking a streak of 
four games with at least one goal earned … scored a goal in a 2-1 victory over Miami, a game 
which she recorded five shots on goal … scored one of three Buckeye goals vs. Northwestern 
(Oct. 28). 
2010 (Sophomore Season): Claimed a career-high nine goals and 19 points for the NCaa 
Final Four Buckeye squad … played in all 23 games, including a season-high 15 starts … 
started at forward in 14-consecutive games from Sept. 29-Nov. 19 … helped the Buckeyes notch 
a 3-2 victory at Wake Forest (Sept. 19) with her first goal of the season … posted first career 
multi-goal performance in the 8-0 win vs. Robert Morris (Sept. 29) in Columbus with a game-high 
seven shots on goal … collected first career assist at indiana (Oct. 2) … scored a goal in back-
to-back games twice in 2010 … notched first career scores in conference action with two scores 
vs. Michigan State (Oct. 15) in Columbus … posted two game-highs of four-points (Miami, Oct. 
7; Michigan State, Oct. 15) … helped the Buckeyes claim a share of the Big Ten regular season 
championship with a goal in the 3-0 shutout at iowa (Oct. 30) … tallied  a goal in the Buckeyes’ 
historic 3-2 win against Syracuse (Nov. 14) in the NCaa quarterfinals at State College, Pa. 
… had two shots on goal against Maryland in the NCaa semifinals in College Park (Nov. 19). 
2009 (Freshman Season): Played in 14 games, starting one ... first-career start came in the 
first round NCaa tournament game vs. North Carolina (Nov. 14) ... scored in first-career game 
vs. Saint Louis (aug. 30) ... took a season-high three shots at Ball State (Sept. 22) ... played in 
four Big Ten games, facing indiana (Sept. 27), Penn State (Oct. 2), iowa (Oct. 11) and Michigan 
(Oct. 17) ... saw time in seven-consecutive games between aug. 29-Sept. 18.
Selinsgrove High School: a two-year starter at forward for the field hockey team ... named 
the team’s best offensive player as a senior while serving as captain ... earned Second Team 
all-State honors and was named a First Team daily item all-Star, as well as a First Team all-Star 
by the Heartland athletic Conference ... helped Selinsgrove win the district iV Championship, 
Susquehanna Valley League Championship and HaC Championship every season from 2005-
08 to total 28 goals and eight assists in that span ... also was a four-year letterwinner in basket-
ball and track and field ... was a guard on the basketball team and selected league MVP three 
times after graduating as the school’s all-time leading scorer with 1,742 points.
Personal: Greatest sports thrill was making a 3/4 court buzzer-beater in basketball (available 
to view on youtube.com) ... daughter of Steve and Kathi deckard ... has an older brother, eric, 
and younger sister, Nicole.
 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2009 14/1 1 0 2 8 0 0 0-0
2010 23/15 9 1 19 40 3 0 0-0
2011 20/20 11 2 24 96 5 0 0-0





ST. URSULA ACADEMy 
SOCiAL & BEHAViORAL SCiENCES
Ohio State Career Honors: Ohio State Career Honors: Two-time  academic all-Big 
Ten honoree (2010 and 2011) …  2010 Harriet Reynolds Scholar athlete award 
winner … three-time NFHCa National academic recipient (2009, 2010 and 2011) 
...  three-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2009, 2010 and 2011).
2011 (Junior Season): Started all 21 games in the OSU backfield … collected a 
career-high nine points on three goals and three assists … claimed three defen-
sive saves …  notched first point of the season on an assist in a 4-1 victory at 
Kent State (Sept. 18) … part of the starting backfield that has limited opponents 
to 1.45 goals per game and 11 shots per game … helped lead the Buckeyes to a 
2-0 shutout at James Madison (Sept. 4) … key member in the Buckeyes’ penalty 
corner unit … recorded her second assist on the season vs. Kent State (Sept. 18) 
… scored a goal in road win at Ball State (Sept.27) … notched a defensive save 
vs. Louisville (Oct.4) … had a goal vs. Michigan State (Oct. 14) … tallied an assist 
in a win at Miami (Oct. 18) … scored her third goal of the season vs. Northwestern 
(Oct. 28) … notched two defensive saves in the first round of the NCaa Tourna-
ment at No. 2 Old dominion (Nov. 12).
2010 (Sophomore Season): Played in three games for the Buckeyes … helped the 
Scarlet and Gray to shutout victories against Robert Morris (Sept. 29), UC davis 
(Oct. 23) and Ball State (Oct. 27) … part of the OSU backfield that limited oppo-
nents to 8.1 shots and a league-best 1.26 goals per game while totaling a Big Ten 
Conference best seven shutouts.  
2009 (Freshman Season): Played in 14 games, starting 12 ... started first 10 
games of the season ... recorded first career defensive save in first collegiate 
game in 1-0 loss to James Madison (aug. 29) ... made a defensive save vs. Syra-
cuse to push overtime in an eventual 3-2 loss (Sept. 4) ... part of the OSU backfield 
that limited opponents to just 9.9 shots and 1.54 goals per game while totaling a 
Big Ten Conference-high six shutouts ... saw time against four Big Ten opponents 
in indiana (Sept. 27), Michigan (Oct. 17), Michigan State (Oct. 23) and Northwest-
ern (Oct. 31).
Prior to Ohio State: a two-time captain and three-year starter on the Sr. Ursula 
academy field hockey team ... helped St. Ursula to a second-place finish in 2007 
in the Southwest Ohio Field Hockey League after winning the championship in 
’06 ... as a junior and senior, was named to the all-Ohio Team by the Ohio Field 
Hockey Coaches association as well as SWOFHL First Team all-Conference and 
the team’s MVP and best defensive player ... named 2008 Cincinnati enquirer 
Player of the Year ... also participated at the 2007 National Futures and Junior 
Olympic Games, winning a bronze medal at both ... involved with the Girls’ athlet-
ics association, the earth Club and National Honors Society.
Personal: Would like to attend law school after undergrad ... daughter of Glen and 
Kris Napolitano ... has two sisters, angela and Maria ... older sister, angela, played 
soccer at the University of Florida (2006-09). 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2009 14/12 0 0 0 0 0 2 0-0
2010 3/0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-0
2011 21/21 3 3 9 8 0 3 0-0
Totals 38/33 3 3 9 9 0 5 0-0






iNSTiTUCió CULTURAL DEL CiC
ARCHiTECTURE
Ohio State Career Honors: Two-time third team NFHCa all-american (2009 and 
2010) … became the first freshman in program history to be named an all-amer-
ican ... two-time first team NFHCa all-West Region (2009 and 2010) ... second 
team NFHCa all-West Region (2011) … Big Ten Freshman of the Year (2009) ... 
two-time first team all-Big Ten (2009 and 2010) ... second team all-Big Ten (2011) 
… named to the Big Ten all-Tournament Team (2009) ...named Big Ten Offensive 
Player of the Week Oct. 18 in 2010 … tabbed Big Ten Freshman of the Week five 
times in 2009 (aug. 31, Sept. 21, Sept. 28, Oct. 12, and Oct. 19) ... received the 
team’s Rookie of the Year award (2009) and Offensive Player of the Year honors 
twice (2009 and 2010) ...  two-time academic all-Big Ten honoree (2010 and 2011) 
… three-time NFHCa National academic honoree … three-time OSU Scholar-
athlete … leads all active Buckeyes in multiple career categories, including points 
(117), goals (37) assists (43) and gamewinners (11). 
2011 (Junior Season): Continued streak of starting in every game in her career 
with 21 starts … tied danica deckard with 24 points for first on the squad with 10 
goals and four assists … had 43 shots on goals … had seven multi-point perfor-
mances … surpassed the 100 career-point mark to become the ninth Buckeye in 
program history with at least 100 points in an eight-point/four-goal performance 
against Wake Forest (Sept. 16) in Columbus … opened the year with a two-goal 
performance against duke (Sept. 26) … claimed a goal against James Madison 
(Sept. 4) … had an assist vs. Kent State (Sept. 18) ... has had seven-multi point 
performances this season … recorded an assist in a 2-1 win vs. Michigan (Sept. 
23) … tallied a goal against Ball State (Sept. 27) … had two assists vs. Miami (Oct. 
18) as well as a goal in a 2-0 win over Penn State (Oct. 22).
2010 (Sophomore Season): Started all 23 games for the 2010 NCaa Final Four 
squad … led the team and the Big Ten with a program record 27 assists, while tal-
lying 10 goals … posted back-to-back seasons with at least 45 points after claim-
ing a season-high 47 points in 2010 …. ranked first in the conference in assists 
per game (1.17) and fourth in points per game (2.04) … ranked 16th in the country 
in points per game (2.04) … posted three gamewinning goals … tied for ninth in 
the all-time single season points list with 47 with former Buckeye dawn Pederson 
(1994) … first Buckeye in program history to claim at least 10 goals and 25 assists 
in a single season … had eight multiple-assist games, including a three-assist out-
ing vs. Michigan State (Oct. 15) … had a season-high six points vs. Ball State (Oct. 
27) with two goals and two assists … had three multiple-goal games … posted 
four points at Louisville (Sept. 8), including the gamewinning goal (unassisted) in 
double overtime …  notched at least one point in seven of the first eight games of 
the season … collected five points in the 8-0 victory vs. Robert Morris (Sept. 29) 
… collected 19 points in a four-game stretch (Sept. 29-Oct. 15) …  posted five 
points in back-to-back home games vs. Miami (Oct.7) and Michigan State (Oct. 
15) ... held a seven-game assist streak from Oct. 23-Nov. 13 … named Big Ten 
Offensive Player of the week (Oct. 18) after helping the Scarlet and Gray claim two 
conference victories against Michigan State (Oct. 15) and Penn State (Oct. 17), 
combining for six points on a goal and four assists … recorded a goal in the 3-0 
win at iowa (Oct. 30) to help the Buckeyes claim a share of the Big Ten regular 
season championship … recorded two assists in the 2-0 win over Michigan State 
(Nov. 5) in the semifinals of the Big Ten Tournament in evanston, ill. … collected an 
assist in the Big Ten Tournament final vs. Michigan (Nov. 7) in evanston, ill. … held 
a season-high six-game point streak (Oct. 23-Nov. 13) …. notched her final assist 
of the season in the opening round of the NCaa Tournament in the 2-1 overtime 
win vs. albany in State College (Nov. 13) … played 49 minutes in the NCaa semi-
final game at Maryland (Nov. 19) … team held a 16-2 record when Queralt tallied 
an assist … paired with her countrywoman Paula Pastor-Pitarque on the attack, 
combining to post 73 points for the Buckeyes … ranked third on the team with 61 
shots with 39 on goal. 
 2009 (Freshman Season): Started all 20 games ... led the team and ranked third 
in the Big Ten in scoring with 46 points ... tied two-time all-american Britta eickhoff 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2009 20/20 17 12 46 59 5 0 0-1
2010 23/23 10 27 47 61 3 0 0-0
2011 21/21 10 4 24 54 3 0 0-0
Totals 64/64 37 43 117 174 11 0 0-1
(1994-97) for 11th on the Ohio State all-time single-season points list ...recorded 
a team-best 17 goals, good for fourth in the league, and 12 assists, which tied for 
second in the Big Ten ... ranked 19th in the NCaa with 2.30 points per game ... 
posted five gamewinners to rank second in the league and tie for second in the 
OSU single-season record book ... had three multiple-assist games, including a 
three-assist outing vs. Saint Louis (aug. 30) which tied the most assists by a Buck-
eye in a game since 2003 ... ended the contest vs. Saint Louis with a season-high 
seven points ... had four multiple-goal games ... posted five points in the 5-2 win 
at Kent State (Sept. 16) with two goals, including the gamewinner, and an assist 
... scored both Ohio State goals in 2-1 victory over Louisville (Oct. 14) ... tallied 
twice in the 3-0 win over Vermont (Sept. 18) ... scored the gamewinner in the final 
seconds of the contest and added an assist in a thrilling 3-2 victory over indiana 
(Sept. 27) also had a goal and assist in the 4-3 win over Michigan (Oct. 17) ... re-
corded a goal vs. iowa (Oct. 11), Michigan State (Oct. 23) and Northwestern (Oct. 
31) ... tallied the lone Ohio State goal in a 2-1 loss to Penn State (Nov. 5) at the Big 
Ten Tournament ... recorded 21 points during six-game point streak between aug. 
30-Sept. 18 ... also went on a five-game point streak, collecting 12 points between 
Oct. 7-23 ... paired with her countrywoman Maria Briones on the attack, combining 
to score more than half of Ohio State’s 54 goals ... ranked third on the team with 
59 shots with 40 on goal. 
Prior to Ohio State: Played with the Junior Hockey Club for over 10 years as a 
member of their Under-12, 14, 16 and 18 teams ... played in the National League 
with former Buckeye all-american Saskia Mueller … as a member of Spain’s Ju-
nior National Team, played in the Four Nations Under-16 tournament from 2005-07 
and the Four Nations Under-18 tournament in 2008 ... at the Under-16 european 
Youth Championships, she helped the team to third place in 2004 and second 
place in ’07 ... attended the institució Cultural del CiC in Barcelona.
Personal: Fullname is Berta-Naoko Queralt O’Callaghan ... greatest sports thrill 
was playing in the Under-16 european Youth Championship in Valencia ... daugh-
ter of Xavier Queralt and elena O’Callaghan ... has a younger brother, Xavier ... 
mother’s cousin, Xavier O’Callaghan, is a former handball player who was a mem-
ber of F.C. Barcelona for several years and won a bronze medal with the Spanish 
National Team in the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games.








Ohio State Career Honors: 2010 Big Ten Freshman of the Year … first team all-
West Region (2011) … first team all-Big Ten selection (2010) …  second team 
all-Big Ten (2011) … 2011 all-Big Ten Tournament team selection … named to 
both the 2010 Big Ten all-Tournament and 2010 NCaa all-Tournament teams … 
second team NFHCa all-West Region honoree (2010) … named Big Ten Fresh-
man of the Week twice  in 2010 (Oct. 4 and Oct. 25) … 2010 OSU Freshman of the 
Year … two-time NFHCa National academic selection (2010 and 2011) … 2011 
academic all-Big Ten … two-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2010 and 2011). 
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started all 21 games at midfield for the Buckeyes ... 
collected 10 points on three goals and four assists … had three multi-point perfor-
mances this season against Richmond (Sept. 3), Kent State (Sept. 18) and indiana 
(Sept. 30) …  … notched first assist of the year vs. Ohio (aug. 31) and first goal of 
2011 against Richmond (Sep. 18) … led the Buckeyes to a 2-1 overtime victory at 
Richmond (Sept. 3) after tying the game with 26 seconds left in regulation to force 
overtime before notching the gamewinning stroke goal on the team’s ninth attempt 
in Harrisonburg, Va. … had a season-high nine shots vs. the Spiders, including five 
on goal … recorded an assist in the Big Ten Tournament in a Buckeye win over 
Michigan State (Nov. 3) … had 22 shots on goal. 
2010 (Freshman Season): Played at forward during the Buckeyes run to the 2010 
NCaa Final Four … saw action in all 23 games for the Scarlet and Gray, including 
22 starts … collected nine goals and eight assists for 26 points, which was fifth 
best on the team …  helped the team advance to the NCaa quarterfinals after 
tallying both goals in the 2-1 overtime victory vs. albany (Nov. 13) , including the 
gamewinner in overtime in State College, Pa. … totaled five points in the two 
NCaa overtime victories vs. albany (Nov. 13) and Syracuse (Nov. 14) … collected 
an assist in the 3-2 overtime victory vs. Syracuse (Nov. 14) in the NCaa quarterfi-
nals … collected first career assist against Kent State (Sept. 5) at Buckeye Varsity 
Field … claimed two three-point performances … posted a nine-game point streak 
(Sept. 24-Oct.27) to combine for 17 total points … scored first-career goal against 
Northwestern (Sept. 24) … notched a season-high three points vs. Robert Morris 
(Sept. 29) … posted 10 points in five conference games with four goals and two 
assists … collected first Big Ten Freshman of the Week (Oct.4) laurel after collect-
ing four points in the two wins vs. Robert Morris (Sept. 29) and indiana (Oct.2) … 
guided the Buckeyes to home victories against Michigan State (Oct. 15) and Penn 
State (Oct. 17), claiming four points with two goals … posted three-point game at 
Michigan with a goal and an assist in the 2-1 win in ann arbor (Oct. 22) to earn her 
second Big Ten Freshman of the Week honor (Oct. 25) … scored a goal in the 2-0 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2010 23/22 9 8 26 29 1 1 0-0
2011 21/21 3 4 10 49 1 0 0-0




PORT OF SPAiN, TRiNiDAD AND TOBAGO
HOLy NAME CONVENT
BUSiNESS
Ohio State Career Honors: Ohio State Career Honors: 2010 and 2011 NFHCa 
National academic honoree … 2011 academic all-Big Ten selection …  two-time 
OSU Scholar-athlete (2010 and 2011). 
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started all 21 games in the OSU midfield … posted 
two goals and one assist for a season-high five points in 2011 … gave the Buck-
eyes a 1-0 lead in the semifinals of the Big Ten Tournament vs. Michigan State 
(Nov. 3) … played all 70 minutes in the NCaa first round game at Old dominion 
(Nov. 12) … played all 73 minutes in the game vs. duke (aug. 26) … played a 
season-high 76 minutes against Wake Forest at home (Sept. 16) … notched two 
shots, including one on goal against New Hampshire (aug. 27) … recorded an 
assist in a home win vs. Michigan (Sept. 23) … had a goal vs. Northwestern (Oct. 
28). 
(2010) Freshman Season: Played in 20 games at midfield for the 2010 NCaa Final 
Four Buckeyes, including 10 starts … played in first game of the season at Ohio 
(aug. 31) … made first career start vs. Virginia (Sept. 11) … posted first career 
assist and point in the 8-0 victory against Robert Morris (Sept. 29) in Columbus 
… claimed an assist in the 5-1 win over Miami (Oct. 7) at Buckeye Varsity Field 
… made nine-consecutive starts for the Scarlet and Gray  from Oct. 7-Nov. 7 … 
helped Ohio State defeat Penn State at home (Oct. 17), playing in all 70 minutes 
… first NCaa experience came in the NCaa Semifinal at Maryland (Nov. 19) with 
56 minutes of playing time … in 10 career starts, Buckeyes notched an 8-2 record. 
Previous to Ohio State:  Fast, award-winning midfielder/forward ... member of Trin-
idad and Tobago’s Under-15, 19 and 21 teams ... has earned three MVP honors 
while playing for Ventures Hockey Club from 2002-07 ...  led the Ventures squad 
to three first-place finishes as captain ... named 2006 Rookie of the Year ... squad 
won the easter Youth Tournament and National Youth Sports Festival ... also led 
the squad to a first-place finish at the 2009 National Youth Sports Festival. 
Personal: daughter of Lloyd and the late Caryl Cowie ... has four older siblings, 
ayesha, Nicole, Ryan and darren ... most admires her mother ... plans to open her 
own business after graduation ... enjoys reading, writing and singing ... takes act-
ing, dance and singing/song writing classes ... nickname is arie ... started playing 
field hockey at age 11 ... loves beating opponents to the ball.
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2010 20/20 0 2 2 1 0 0 0-0
2011 21/21 2 1 5 4 1 0 0-0
Totals 41/41 2 3 7 5 1 0 0-0








Ohio State Career Honors: 2011 academic all-Big Ten … two-time NFHCa Na-
tional academic honoree (2010 and 2011) … two-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2010 
and 2011). 
2011 (Sophomore Season): Started all 21 games in the OSU backfield that limited 
opponents to 1.62 goals per game and 11.2 shots per game … collected first ca-
reer goals in a road win at Kent State (Sept. 18) … notched first career defensive 
save in a home win vs. Michigan (Sept. 23) …. tallied another defensive stop at 
Michigan State (Oct. 14) … played in every minute of all 21 games, including a 
season high of 100 minutes in against Richmond (Sept. 3) and Michigan State 
(Oct. 14) … notched a shot against fifth-ranked Syracuse (Sept. 9) … took a shot 
on goal in a home game vs. Michigan (Sept. 23) … recorded an assist in a 5-0 win 
over Ball State (Sept. 27).
2010 (Freshman Season): Played all 23 games in the backfield for the NCaa Final 
Four squad … part of the Buckeye backfield that held opponents to a conference-
best 1.26 goals per game …  helped the squad post the second-lowest goals 
against average in program history with a 1.22 Gaa … played in a team-high 1,642 
minutes as a rookie in 2010 … recorded her first career point and assist vs. North-
western (Sept. 24) in Columbus … tallied an assist in the 8-0 victory vs. Robert 
Morris (Sept. 29) at Buckeye Varsity Field … part of the OSU backfield that limited 
opponents to 8.1 shots per game, while totaling a league-high seven shutouts. 
Prior to Ohio State: Has three-plus years of international experience ... member 
of the Swiss National Team since 2007, playing in 21 games for the senior squad 
and 32 at the junior level ... played with former Buckeyes and Big Ten Players of 
the Year Saskia Mueller and Linda Haussener ... helped backstop the team to 12 
Top 3 finishes, including two titles, at Junior Swiss Championships ... senior team 
has earned four third-place finishes ... member of the 2009 european Nations 
Under-21 indoor champion team. 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2010 23/23 0 2 2 2 0 0 0-0
2011 21/21 2 1 5 7 1 2 0-0







2011 (Sophomore Season): Started all 21 games for the Buckeyes at the back 
position … made first career start against duke (aug. 26) in the season opener 
… tallied 70 minutes against top-ranked Old dominion (Sept. 11) … notched a 
season-high 76 minutes in the 4-3 victory vs. Wake Forest (Sept. 18) … part of the 
starting backfield that limited opponents to 1.62 goals per game.
2010 (Freshman Season): Saw action in two games during the 2010 Final Four 
campaign…contributed for the Scarlet and Gray in shutout victories against Robert 
Morris (Sept. 29) and Ball State (Oct. 27) in Columbus.
archmere academy: Played four years of varsity field hockey in both the mid- and 
backfield at archmere academy in Claymont, del. ... as a senior captain, scored 
eight goals and added 11 assists for 27 points as the team recorded a 13-1-1 
season ledger, the best in school history ... a diamond State all-Conference and 
all-State honoree in field hockey ... a four-year all-Conference honoree in softball. 
Personal: daughter of Hugh and angela Shea ... brother, Patrick, is just 19 months 
older ... started playing field hockey at age 14 ... nickname is Shea ... enjoys travel-
ing, has been to Peru, several Caribbean islands and Mexico ... loves the game 
because of the teamwork needed to be successful ... most admires her parents ... 
would like to become a sports broadcaster. 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2010 2/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
2011 21/21 0 0 0 2 0 0 0-0
Totals 23/21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0








Ohio State Career Honors: academic all-Big Ten (2011) … two-time NFHCa Na-
tional academic selection (2010 and 2011) … two-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2010 
and 2011).
2011 (Sophomore Season): Played in 20 games and started in four contests in the 
Buckeye midfield/backfield … notched a shot against James Madison (Sept. 4) … 
tallied a season-high 77 minutes against Richmond (Sept. 3) in Harrisonburg, Va. 
… played 39 minutes in the season opener against duke (aug. 26) … started for 
the squad in the Big Ten Tournament final vs. Penn State (Nov. 4) and in the first 
round of the NCaa Tournament at No. 2 Old dominion (Nov. 12). 
2010 (Freshman Season): Played in 13 games for the Buckeyes in 2010…re-
corded her first career start against Kent State (Sept. 5) with a second against 
Louisville (Sept. 8). 
Bishop Watterson High School: Played midfield for the 2009 Ohio State champion 
... a two-time First Team all-Ohio and all-League award winner ... senior captain ... 
member of the USa Futures Field Hockey Team since 2006 ... scored 32 goals and 
added 18 assists in high school, helping Bishop Watterson to the state title and two 
runner-up titles as a freshman and sophomore ... also lettered twice in track and 
field and once in cross country. 
Personal: daughter of John and donna Swartz ... has three older brothers, John, 
Matthew and daniel ... has 12 relatives, including OSU teammate and cousin Nina 
Passen, who have played varsity sports for division i, iii and Naia programs ... 
started playing field hockey at age 11 ... nickname is Re-re or Chia ... loves the fast 
pace of the game ... every winter, her father builds an ice rink in the backyard ... 
grew up playing ice hockey with her brothers.
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2010 13/2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0-0
2011 20/2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0-0







Ohio State Career Honors: academic all-Big Ten (2011) … two-time NFHCa Na-
tional academic selection (2010 and 2011) … two-time OSU Scholar-athlete (2010 
and 2011).
Prior to Ohio State: Transferred to Ohio State last offseason after spending two 
years at Georgetown … named defensive MVP for Georgetown twice… scored 
three goals in 19 starts for the Hoyas in 2010 ... tied for the team lead in assists 
(8) and was fourth on the squad (14) ... her eight assists tied for fourth in the Big 
east ... had two assists in a game twice, helping Georgetown to wins over Bryant 
(6-1) and Robert Morris (3-2) ... registered a season-high three points on one goal 
and one assist in a 4-3 win over Rutgers ... finished second on the team in goals 
(2) and points (6) in conference matchups ... tallied multiple points on five separate 
occasions … started all 20 games for the Hoyas as a true freshman, collecting 
two assists.  
High School: Pifer, an eight-time letterwinner, competed four years in both field 
hockey and lacrosse ... selected second team Pennsylvania all-State aa and first 
team Colonial League in 2008 ... helped Southern Lehigh earn Colonial League 
championships from 2006-08 ... helped her team to a district 11 Championship 
in 2008 ... was a member of the Futures elite 5a for four years ... helped earn a 
Futures National Championship in 2007.
Personal: daughter of John Pifer and Julia Staver … would like to work for the 
United Nations or an NGO after graduation … enjoys reading, spending time with 
family and friends, cooking and hiking … lists greatest sports thrill as winning dis-
trict championship senior year of high school … father rowed lightweight crew at 
University of Pennsylvania and mother played field hockey and lacrosse at Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania , captain of the 1980 U.S. Olympic team and co-captain of the 
bronze medal-winning 1984 team. 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2009 20/20 0 2 2 2 0 0 0-0
2010 19/19 3 8 14 6 0 2 1-2 
Totals 39/39 3 10 16 8 0 2 1-2






MARyVALE PREP SCHOOL 
EARLy CHiLDHOOD EDUCATiON
Ohio State Career Honors: OSU Scholar-athlete (2011). 
2011 (Sophomore Season): Played in two games for the Buckeyes, including the 
entire second half of the game vs. No. 2 Old dominion Sept. 11 … made first post 
season appearance in first round of NCaa Tournament at No. 2 Old dominion 
(Nov. 12), facing a career-high 11 shots … back-up to captain ally Tunitis. 
(Freshman): Saw action in one game for the Buckeyes, which was a matchup 
against  No. 3 Virginia … recorded two saves in the match…played 21 minutes in 
the second half of play.
Maryvale Prep: Standout goalkeeper at Maryvale Preparatory School ... four-
letterwinner in both field hockey and softball for the Lions ... as a senior captain, 
made 80 saves in 18 games and was named to the all-Star Team ... posted 115 
saves in 18 games as a junior ... member of the 2008 U.S. Junior Olympic Team 
which placed fourth ... also has national playing experience leading her squad to a 
silver medal at the 2008 Under-16 National Tournament and a fourth-place finish at 
the U-19 level in 2009 ... member of three conference champion teams, including 
one field hockey title and two in softball 
Personal: daughter of Robert and Shelia Voelker ... has an older sister, Samantha, 
who plays lacrosse at Virginia Tech ... started playing field hockey at age 11 ... 
greatest accomplishment was being selected to Junior Olympics ... most admires 
her sister ... nickname is Volk ... enjoys coaching younger athletes.
year GP/Gs min. GA GAA sv. sv% w-l sho
2010 1/0 21:36 0 0.00 2 1.000 0-0 0
2011 2/0 70:00 2 2.00 2 .500 0-0 0







Ohio State Career Honors: NFHCa National academic selection (2011). 
2011 (Freshman Season): Started all 21 games for the Buckeyes as a true fresh-
man, playing in a combined 1545 minutes at the midfield position … made first 
career start in season opener vs. duke (aug. 26). 
Prior to Ohio State: Four-year varsity letterwinner and three-year starter for Oley 
High School at midfield (2007-2010) ... first team all-State, all-County and division 
MVP as team captain for the Lynx her senior season ... second team all-State 
(2009) and all-division (2009) ... posted 41 goals and 10 assists in her four-year 
career ... helped lead the squad to two state quarterfinal appearances (2007 and 
2009) and two state qualifiers (2008 and 2010) ... team was four-time division iii 
champions (2007-10), Berks County and district champions (2008) ... has col-
lected three National Futures Championships (2007, U14; 2008, U16, 2010, U19) 
.... Futures elite three years ... played club field hockey with Keystone Berks Blue 
and High Styx ... competed on high school track (2008) and girls soccer (2009-11) 
teams. 
Personal: daughter of Scott and Betty Wagner … has two older brothers, Michael 
and Timothy … favorite pastimes include snowboarding, wakeboarding, boating, 
running and reading … lists greatest sports thrill as scoring the winning stroke/goal 
in overtime … would like to get involved in integrate industries and the environ-
ment and also research renewable energy sources after graduation. 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2011 21/21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0
Totals 4/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0








Ohio State Career Honors: 2011 NFHCa National academic honoree … OSU 
Scholar-athlete (2011).
2011 (Freshman Season): Played in 20 games  and started in 14 in her first sea-
son at Ohio State … recorded a season high 59 minutes of play a win vs. indiana 
(Sept. 30) …claimed first career point with an assist in win over Ball State (Sept. 
27) … collected four shots, including two on goal. 
Previous to Ohio State: Starting midfielder at Hudson from 2008-10 … first team 
all-Ohio (2010) … first team all-district (2010) … two-time second team all-district 
(2008 and 2009) … team captain her senior year and named midfielder MVP … 
tallied 18 goals and 22 assists from 2009-10 … helped lead Hudson to a league 
championship in 2009 … also played three years of lacrosse at Hudson at attack 
and midfield … advanced to 2010 state semifinals … 2011 captain … second team 
all-State (2010) … first team all-district (2010) … second team all-district (2009) 
… was noted in Cleveland Plain dealer as using her outstanding speed, strength 
and athleticism to stop opposing team’s attack while still contributing 12 goals and 
13 assists her senior season. 
Personal: daughter of Rick and Mary Mackessy … has two siblings, Ricky (25) 
and abbey (20) … brother was an all-american lacrosse player at denison, while 
sister played lacrosse at edinboro University … hobbies include hanging out with 
friends, playing sports and going snowboarding during the winter time … lists 
greatest sports thrill as beating rival-school Hathaway Brown in overtime in 2009 
after being down 2-0 at halftime … plans on becoming a physical therapist after 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2011 20/20 0 1 1 4 0 0 0-0







2011 (Freshman Season): Played in five games in  2011 … made first collegiate 
appearance in season opener against duke (aug. 26) in Columbus … played a 
season-high 11 minutes and recorded one shot on goal vs. Ball State (Sept.27).  
Previous to Ohio State: Starting forward at Laurel from 2007-10 ... two-time first 
team all-Northeast Ohio ... two-time MVP for the Laurel Gators as captain ... nomi-
nated for all-Ohio.... was noted in Cleveland Plain dealer as one of the strongest, 
fastest and most athletic players in the state ... excels in transition, has strong stick 
skills and is adept at forcing fouls in the offensive circle ... score five goals with 
nine assists in 16 games in 2010 ... was a four-year started from 2008-11 at Laurel 
in lacrosse ... three-time first team all-Northeast Ohio ... captain her senior year 
... was named to the all-Tournament, second team all-Midwest and Midwest Lake 
erie Region honors by the Midwest Schoolgirl Lacrosse association.
Personal: daughter of Terrence and Paula allen … has two older siblings, Paul 
and Nona … hobbies include traveling … would like to own an event planning 
business or be involved in public relations/communications after graduation … 
part of the arrupe Summer Program in Cleveland, Ohio at ignatius High School as 
a counselor in 2009 … student advisor at North Star Collaborative Program … co-
captain of spirit squad in 2010-11 … co-president of the creativity club in 2010-11. 
 
year GP/Gs G A P shots Gw dsv Ps-Att
2011 5/0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0-0






SPORT AND LEiSURE STUDiES
Ohio State Career Honors: 2011 NFHCa National academic selection … OSU 
Scholar-athlete (2011). 
2011 (Freshman Season):  Redshirted for the Buckeyes. 
Prior to Ohio State: Played four years at Upper arlington High School (2007-10) 
for former Buckeye McKenzie Hufford ... second team all-League ... nominated for 
all-Ohio ... voted MVP by teammates ... played in 2010 Senior all-Star Game ... 
helped team advance to third round of the 2010 State Tournament ... three-year 
varsity letterwinner ... during senior season, had a 1.11 Gaa, stopping 143 of 163 
shots in 18 games for an .877 save percentage ... collected six saves in a regular-
season shutout against eventual 2010 state champions St. Ursula academy ... 
stopped 30 of 32 shots against then-undefeated and eventual state tournament 
finalist Thomas Worthington ... nicknamed “Synderblock” by teammate ... plays for 
club team, the Columbus Coyotes for coach Steve Boniface.
Personal: daughter of deb and Greg Stype … has one sibling, Robyn … would like 
to work in athletics or work with the deaf after graduation … favorite pastimes in-
clude hockey, musical theatre, singing and technical theatre … lists greatest sports 
thrill as being able to play a game and work as  team in order to win and do well … 
honor roll for 15 quarters in high school … irish dance at Richens-Timm academy 
of irish dance 2004-2008 … tech crew for Upper arlington’s winter musical 2007-
2011 … Women’s Glee 2006-08 … Symphonic Choir 2009-2011. 
MOna FROMMHOLD





Prior to Ohio State: Prior to Ohio State: Member of the U-21 Germany National 
Team … participated in 10 German championships … 2010 German Champion 
youth a (indoor hockey) … 2009 european Vice-Champion U-18 … 2008 German 
Vice-Champion youth B … 2008 German Champion youth B (indoor hockey) … 
2007 German Vide-Champion youth B (indoor hockey) … 2006 winner of the unof-
ficial German Championship with the Berlin Representative Team … 2006 German 
Champion Girls B and Girls a (indoor hockey) … 2005 German champion Girls a 
… competed in the German indoor championship in 2005 … began playing in 1995 
for the Berliner Hockey Club … was named best player in 2006, 2008 and 2010 
at the indoor German Championships … named best defensive player in back-to-
back seasons at the indoor German championships (2006 and 2007) … took part 
in the european Cup in the Netherlands, finishing second in 2009 … also com-
peted international at the european Championships U-18, finishing second overall.








Prior to Ohio State: Two-time first team all-SWOFHL (South West Ohio Field Hock-
ey League) selection (2011 and 2012) … 2010 all-Conference Honorable Mention 
… led the team in goals and assists in all four years … collected 13 goals and 18 
assists during senior season … two-time captain (2011-12) … coached by Clau-
dia Crumbaugh … also played three seasons with the Coyote Field Hockey Club 
(2010-12) … was a four-year letterwinner in track and one-year letterman in swim-
ming … competed on high jump, middle distance and hurdles for the Firebirds … 
2010 Track Special Mention … three-time track district qualifier (2009-11) … track 
regional qualifier in 2010. 
Personal: daughter of Phil and Kathy VonderBrink … would like to travel after 
graduation … lists greatest sports thrill as playing high school field hockey and 





CAPE HENRy COLLEGiATE SCHOOL
BUSiNESS ADMiNiSTRATiON
Prior to Ohio State: Two-time division ii State Champions (2010 and 2011) … 2011 
division ii Player of the Year … 2011 TCiS Player of the Year … 2008 TCiS (Tide 
Water Conference of independent Schools) champions … 2011 TCiS regular sea-
son co-champions … 2011 First Team all-Tidewater … 2011 team captain … 2009 
First Team all-TCiS honorable mention … two-time TCiS first team all-TCiS (2010 
and 2011) … two-time TCiS first team all-State division ii selection (2010 and 
2011) … 2010 Festival U-19 Pool N champions with Saints Hockey Rocks (club) 
… Futures 2009-2012 … U-19 National Futures Championship alternate (2010) 
… U-19 National Futures Championship (2011) … National Field Hockey Festival 
participant (2009-11) … coached by Kristen Wheeler at Cape Henry Collegiate 
School … also lettered three times in soccer.
Personal: daughter of Steve and Rebecca White … would like to become an 
accountant after graduation …. lists greatest sports thrill as winning the second 








Prior to Ohio State: Two-time letterwinner for Northampton (2008-12) … also 
played for Mystic Hockey Club under coach Phil danaher from 2008-12 … part of 
the 2010 Pennsylvania quarterfinals squad for Northampton.
Personal: daughter of donna and Ken Boyce … would like to receive a Ph.d. 
upon graduation … brother, Chris, plays baseball for Lafayette College … favorite 
pastimes include reading … lists greatest sports thrill as scoring the winning goal 







Prior to Ohio State: 2011 MVP and team captain for Pleasant Valley as a goalkeep-
er … holds the school record for career saves with 251, including a season-high 
153 stops … three-time letterwinner, including two years as a starter … 2010 First 
Team Mountain Valley selection … 2011 Second Team Mountain Valley selection 
helped lead the squad to four-consecutive Final Four conference appearances … 
coached by angela Frantz … also played for the Mystic Hockey Club from 2008-12 
… three-year letterman in track as a thrower at Pleasant Valley.
Personal: daughter of Marvin and Barbara Bard … would like to start a successful 
career as a strength and condition coach or as a field hockey coach after gradu-
ation … lists greatest sports thrill as playing against the state champions in the 









Prior to Ohio State: Oakwood High School Three-time all-Ohio selection (2010-12) 
at Oakwood … three-time first team all-League (2010-12) … helped lead the Lum-
berjacks to two district runner-up honors … two-time Offensive Player of the Year 
(2011-12) … led the SWOFHC League in scoring three times (2010-12) … 2012 
captain and MVP … coached by Mitch Miller and Lindsey Snater … collected 20 
goals in 2010, 24 goals in 2011 and 35 goals with 12 assists in 2012 … participated 
in junior national camp in 2011 and Futures elite in 2011 and 2012 … also played 
ice hockey for Bellbrook at the forward position … competed for the St. Louis Lady 
Blues in the aaa ice Hockey for two seasons … four-year letterwinner in track.
Personal: daughter of Mike and Mary Johnson … has one brother, Tommy … 
would like to go to medical school after graduation … lists greatest sports thrill as 
winning the international silver stick in Canada. 





KiNGSTON UPON THAMES, U.K.
KiNGSTON GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
ENGLiSH
Prior to Ohio State: Started on club team Surbiton Women’s 1st Xi playing in the 
women’s national league before getting promoted to the Premier League in 2012 
… four-year starter at Kingston Grammar School 1st Xi at defense … help guide 
school and club teams to national titles in 2011 … qualified for the women’s cup 
final in both 2011 and 2012 … voted player’s player in 2012 … was the team’s 
leading scorer on corners in 2012 … won U14 national titles in 2007 and 2008 … 
high school team qualified for the indoor and outdoor national finals in the 1st Xi in 
all four years … squad won the U18 school national title in 2011 and were runners-
up 2009, 2010 and 2012. 
Personal: daughter of Jon and alison Royce … has one sibling, James … would 
like to represent her country in field hockey after graduation … would like to be-
come a published writer and travel after graduation … favorite pastimes include 
writing, drama, tennis and debating … lists greatest sports thrill as scoring the 
penalty flick in the final minute to qualify her team for the national finals in 2012 
… father has coached several elite field hockey teams at different levels, includ-
ing the england senior men’s team, england U21 squad and the Great Britain 
women’s national squad team at the Sydney Olympics in 2000 … brother James 








Prior to Ohio State: Three-time letterwinner for Olentangy (2009-12) as goalkeeper 
… was named co-defensive MVP and helped guide team to first state tournament 
victory in school history in 2010 … named to honorable mention list in both 2009 
and 2010 … second team all-league honors in 2011 … posted a school record 267 
saves in 2010 and 148 stops in 2009 … notched save percentages of .810 and 
.820 in 2010 and 2011, respectively … also lettered for Olentangy in softball and 
bowling … was team MVP of Olentangy varsity bowling team and member of the 
Olentagy varsity softball district runner squad in 2011. 
Personal: daughter of Jim and Heather Brehm … has two siblings, emily and erika 
… would like to teach special education or early childhood education after gradua-
tion … favorite pastimes include spending time with family and friends and bowling 
… lists greatest sports thrill as making the gamewinning stop in a shootout of state 
tournament game in 2010 to give her team its first tournament win in school history 
… father played rugby at Ohio State, while great aunt played field hockey at Ohio.
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Head coach Anne Wilkinson is in her 17th season at the helm of the Ohio State field 
hockey program and in her 26th season overall as a head coach. She brings an abundance 
of experience to the field, having coached over 400 career games and earning the 2006 
Big Ten Coach of the Year award and was twice named the NFHCA West Region Coach of 
the Year honoree (2006 and 2010).
 Wilkinson has brought one of Ohio State’s longest running women’s athletic programs 
into the national spotlight. During her years with the Buckeyes, she has developed 22 All-
America selections and 62 All-Region honorees as well as 60 All-Big Ten award winners. 
The Buckeyes have been ranked in the National Field Hockey Coaches Association polls 
throughout her tenure, reaching as high as No. 3 in the 2006 season, and have made five 
NCAA tournament appearances since 2001. In 2010, Wilkinson guided the program to its 
first NCAA Final Four appearance in OSU history, which included a single-season best 18 
victories and a co-Big Ten regular season championship.
 Ohio State has had 13 NFHCA All-America recipients over the last seven seasons, includ-
ing first team honorees Jenn Sciulli in 2011, Aisling Coyle in 2010 and Linda Haussener 
in 2008. With her first team selections in 2006 and ‘07, Yesenia Luces became just the 
second Buckeye to earn multiple First Team All-America honors. Berta Queralt became the 
first Buckeye to earn back-to-back third-team laurels since Saskia Mueller accomplished 
the feat in 2004 and 2005. Last year, Sciulli was honored as a first team selection, mark-
ing the eighth first team All-American in program history. Ohio State has had at least one 
All-America honoree every year since 1999, a span of 13-consecutive seasons. A Buckeye 
has been named All-America in all but one season under the direction of Wilkinson.
 In conference awards, Ohio State has earned seven Big Ten Player of the Year awards 
the last five seasons - the first Big Ten Player of the Year recognitions in the history of 
Buckeye field hockey. Last season, Jenn Sciulli became the second-consecutive Buckeye to 
be recognized as the Big Ten Defenisve Player of the Year after Aisling Coyle recieved the 
laurel in 2010 when Paula Pastor-Pitarque was the Freshman of the Year. In 2009, Queralt 
was named Big Ten Freshman of the Year. In 2008, midfielder Linda Haussener was named 
Co-Offensive Player of the Year. Yesenia Luces picked up back-to-back Offensive Player of 
the Year honors in 2006 and ‘07 and Saskia Mueller was named the overall Big Ten Player 
of the Year in 2006. Curlyne Wynn also earned the 2003 Big Ten Rookie of the Year award.
 Under Wilkinson’s guidance, the Buckeyes have garnered numerous awards in the 
classroom as well. In 15 years, Buckeyes have earned 67 NFHCA National Academic Squad 
awards, 87 Academic All-Big Ten selections, 136 OSU Scholar-Athletes accolades and three 
Big Ten Medal of Honor recipients - Linda Haussener in 2008-09, Saskia Mueller in 2006-07 
and Allison Blanton in 2000-01.
 Wilkinson is 278-206-9 in her 25 seasons as a head coach with a 199-122 (.620) mark 
during her tenure at Ohio State for the highest winning percentage of any head coach in 
the program’s history. Of her 16 seasons with the Buckeyes, she has a winning percentage 
of .600 or better in 11 of those years with only two seasons below .500. On Nov. 4, 2005, 
Wilkinson recorded the 200th victory of her career when Ohio State defeated Michigan 
State, 1-0, in the Big Ten tournament semifinals. She notched her 100th Buckeye victory 
(vs. Ball State, Sept. 19) during the 2004 campaign. Most recently, Wilkinson claimed her 
200th victory at Ohio State in a 1-0 win at UNH Aug. 26, 2012, in Durham, N.H.
 Since starting her Buckeye career in the fall of 1996, Wilkinson has established Ohio 
State as a perennial Top 20 program and as one of the upper echelon teams in the Big Ten. 
She has guided the Buckeyes to three Big Ten regular-season championships (co-champs 
in 2001, outright in 2006, co-champs in 2010), a Big Ten tournament title (2001), five ap-
pearances in the NCAA tournament, one NCAA Final Four bid, 11 winning seasons and 11 
Top 3 finishes in the conference standings.
 Last year, the Buckeyes tied for second in the conference with a 4-2 mark and advanced 
to their third-consectuvive NCAA Tournament - the first time the program had done so in 
its 40-year history.
annE wiLkinSOn heAd coAch
In 2010, Wilkinson led the Buckeyes to its most successful campaign in program history, 
including its first NCAA Final Four apperance, a program-record 18 wins and a share of the 
conference regular season championship. The Buckeyes advanced to the NCAA semifinals 
after defeating Syracuse, 3-2, in overtime Nov. 14 - the first NCAA quarterfinal game by 
any OSU team.
 In 2006, she guided the team to the first win in NCAA tournament history when the 
Buckeyes defeated California by a score of 3-1 to advance to the second round. OSU also 
clinched its first outright Big Ten regular-season championship with a 5-1 record in league 
play.
 During the 2005 and ‘06 seasons, Wilkinson guided the squad to back-to-back appear-
ances in the NCAA tournament, also a program first. The combined record for those two 
years was 30-11, including a 15-4 overall record in 2006 for a .789 win percentage - the 
second-best in a season in OSU history, ranking only behind the Buckeye team that went 
11-2-1 (.821) in their first varsity season in 1971.
 The Buckeyes concluded the 2006 season ranked No. 5 in the final STX/NFHCA poll of 
the season, matching their highest ranking since 2001. In the last three seasons, Ohio State 
has been nationally ranked, including time within the Top 10. The 15 wins in the 2005 and 
‘06 seasons tied for the second-most in OSU history.
 In 2001, Wilkinson led the Scarlet and Gray to yet another successful season when the 
team finished the year 15-5 overall, 5-1 in the Big Ten, No. 5 in the nation and garnered its 
eighth-consecutive winning season. The Buckeyes captured the first Big Ten regular-season 
championship and conference tournament championship in the history of the program. The 
tournament title gave Ohio State an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament, marking just 
the second appearance for Ohio State.
 Wilkinson came to Ohio State after an impressive nine-year stint as the head coach 
at American University in Washington, D.C. She was a two-time conference coach of the 
year and earned regional coach of the year accolades during her tenure. Her 1994 squad 
finished 15-3 and received its first national ranking at No. 15. That season, Wilkinson was 
named Mid-Atlantic Coach of the Year as well as Colonial Athletic Association Coach of 
the Year. In her nine years at AU, she coached 20 all-conference players, one All-American 
and one CAA Rookie of the Year.
 The West Chester, Pa., native is a graduate of West Chester East High School and 
the University of Delaware. An outstanding scholastic field hockey and lacrosse player, 
Wilkinson was named to the inaugural West Chester Hall of Fame class as the only female 
member inducted that year.
 At Delaware, Wilkinson was a two-time Mitchell & Ness All-American in field hockey. 
She also was an All-American as a lacrosse player and helped lead the Blue Hens to a 
national lacrosse title in 1983. Wilkinson was a four-year letterwinner in both sports. As a 
senior, she was named UD’s Outstanding Senior Female Athlete, receiving the award with 
former NFL quarterback Rich Gannon as the Male Athlete of the Year. In November 2000, 
she was elected into the University of Delaware Athletics Hall of Fame.
 Wilkinson’s international field hockey experience included playing with the U.S. Under-21 
National Team and the Under-23 National Team. She was a four-year participant in the U.S. 
Olympic Festival, capturing a gold medal in 1985. In 1998, she was an assistant coach for 
the U.S. Under-23 National Team.
 At the development level, Wilkinson is the director of the prestigious All-American 
Field Hockey Camps, Inc. For 18 years she has been the head of the summer camps, which 
now are held annually at The Ohio State University. She also is an active member of the 
National Field Hockey Coaches Association.
 Wilkinson is married to the late Raj Bhangu and resides in Upper Arlington with their 
dogs Harley and Darby.
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Bold indicates a 2012 team member
SEaSOn RECORDS
POiNTS 
    Year (G-a) .........Total
1. Sue Marcellus  1978 (40-2) ........... 82
2.  Sue Marcellus  1976 (36-8) ........... 80
3.  Britta eickhoff  1996 (30-7) ........... 67
4.  Sue Marcellus  1979 (25-7) ........... 57
5. aisling Coyle 2010 (24-7) ........... 55
6.  Vanessa immordino  2003 (22-10) .......... 54
7.  Linda Haussener  2008 (20-12) ......... 52
8.  Britta eickhoff  1997 (23-4) ........... 49
9.  Berta queralt 2010 (10-27) ......... 47
  dawn Pederson  1994 (16-15) ......... 47
11.  Berta queralt 2009 (17-12) ......... 46
  Britta eickhoff 1994 (21-4) ........... 46
GOaLS 
    Year .........................Goals
1.  Sue Marcellus 1978 ............................. 40
2.  Sue Marcellus 1976  ............................ 36
3.  Britta eickhoff 1996 ............................. 30
4.  Sue Marcellus 1979 ............................. 25
5. aisling Coyle 2010 ............................. 24
6.  Britta eickhoff 1997 ............................. 23
7.  Vanessa immordino 2003 ............................. 22
8.  Britta eickhoff 1994 ............................. 21
9.  Linda Haussener 2008 ............................. 20
10.  danielle dayton 1991 ............................. 19
aSSiSTS
     Year .......................assists
1. Berta queralt 2010 ............................. 27
2.  Mieke van Ulden 1996 ............................. 20
3.  Saskia Mueller 2005 ............................. 19
  Mieke van Ulden 1997 ............................. 19
5.  Yesenia Luces 2005 ............................. 18
6.  Nienke Blans 1991 ............................. 16
7.  Katie Hobson 2000 ............................. 15  
  dawn Pederson 1994 ............................. 15
  Kim Bush 1991 ............................. 15
  Lorraine Mulholland 1985 ............................. 15
  
SHOTS aTTeMPTed (SiNCe 1985)
    Year (Goals) ......Total
1.  Britta eickhoff 1997 (23) ............ 134
2.  danielle dayton 1991 (19) ............ 126
3.  Lucy Clayton 2005 (18) ............ 121
4. danica deckard 2011 (11) .............. 96
5. aisling Coyle 2010 (24) .............. 93
6.  Lucy Clayton 2003 (15) .............. 92
7.  Britta eickhoff 1994 (21) .............. 86
8.  Marije van Nouhuys 2000 (14) .............  83
9.  Marije van Nouhuys 2001 (14) .............. 81
  Kim Finlayson 1989 (12) .............. 81
11.  Vanessa immordino  2003 (22) .............. 79
GaMeWiNNiNG GOaLS (SiNCe 1994)
  Year ...........................Total
1. aisling Coyle 2010 ............................... 7
2.  Jayne Landis 1999 ............................... 6
3. danica deckard 2011 ............................... 5
 Berta queralt 2009 ............................... 5
 Vanessa immordino 2003 ..............................  5
 Marije van Nouhuys 1998 ............................... 5
 Britta eickhoff 1997 ..............................  5
8.  Jena Cacciatore 2010 ............................... 4
 Lucy Clayton 2005 ............................... 4
 Mariana Solorzano 2002 ..............................  4
 Vanessa immordino 2001 ............................... 4
 Marije van Nouhuys 1999 ............................... 4
* Complete statistics unavailable
PeNaLTY STROKeS Made (SiNCe 2001)
  Year ...........................Total
1.  aisling Coyle 2010 ............................... 4
 Saskia Mueller 2005 ............................... 4
3.  Linda Haussener 2008 ............................... 3
 Vanessa immordino 2001 ............................... 3
5.  Vanessa immordino 2002 ............................... 2
PeNaLTY STROKe aTTeMPTS (SiNCe 2001)
  Year ...........................Total
1. aisling Coyle 2010 ............................... 5
2.  Saskia Mueller 2005 ............................... 4
3.  Linda Haussener 2008 ............................... 3
 Vanessa immordino 2001 ............................... 3
5.  Vanessa immordino 2003 ............................... 2
 Vanessa immordino 2002 ............................... 2
 Lorena Margni 2001 ............................... 2
8.  Nine with 1
deFeNSiVe SaVeS (SiNCe 1985)
    Year .........................Total
1.  Kim Bush  1991 ........................... 22
2.  Jenn Sciulli 2011 .............................11
  Jessica Findeison 1997 ............................11
  Beth Senich 1987  ...........................11
5.  aubrey Stock 1999 ............................  9
  Beth Senich 1986 ............................. 9
7. Jenn Sciulli 2010 ............................. 8
8.  Beth Senich 1988  ............................ 6
  Susan McKinney 1982 ............................. 6
10.  eight with 5
SaVeS  
     Year .......(Ga) .......... Total
1.  Sue Willson 1990  ...... (40) ............270
2.  Susan dunmire 1983 ....... (39) ............260
3.  Gabrielle Guerrieri  1987 ....... (45) ............229
4.  Susan dunmire 1984 ............* ............219
5.  Sue Willson 1991 ....... (24) ............214
6.  Stefanie eyerkaufer  1993 ....... (22) ............188
7.  anna Schwartz 1998 ....... (31) ............180
8.  Gabrielle Guerrieri 1988 ....... (28) ............174
9.  Sue Willson 1992 ....... (34) ............166
10.  Nikki Thompson  1996 ....... (32) ............157
 Bev Porter 1994  ...... (24) ............157
* Complete statistics unavailable
SaVe PeRCeNTaGe (min. 50 saves, since 1985)
  Year ......(Ga-Saves) .Sv%
1.  Sue Willson  1991 .....(24-214) .... .899
2.  Stefanie eyerkaufer 1993 .....(22-188) .... .895
3.  Sue Willson 1990 .....(40-270) .... .871
4.  Susan dunmire 1983 .....(39-260) .... .870
5.  Bev Porter  1994 .....(24-157) .... .867
6.  Gabrielle Guerrieri  1988 .....(28-174) .... .861
 Raegan Kopetz 1993 .....(12-74) ...... .861
8. Lindsay Williams 2004 .....(44-146) .... .768
9. Lindsay Quintiliani 2009 .....(21-61) ...... .744
10. Lindsay Williams 2003 .....(35-101) .... .743
GOaLS-aGaiNST aVeRaGe  (min. 200:00, since 1985)
  Year ......(Ga-Min) ..Gaa
1.  ally Tunitis  2008 .....(6-501) ....  0.84
2.  Lindsay Quintiliani 2009 .....(21-1201) . 1.22
3. ally Tunitis 2010 .....(29-1646) . 1.23
4. Nikki Thompson 1994 .....(6-331) ..... 1.27
5.  allison Blanton 2000 .....(28-1429) . 1.37
6.  allison Blanton  2001 .....(29-1444) . 1.41
7. Lindsay Quintiliani  2008 .....(20-951) ... 1.47
8.  Lindsay Quintiliani  2006 .....(29-1368) . 1.48
9. ally Tunitis 2011 ......(32-1485) . 1.51
9.  Kim Willis 1985 .....(31-*)........ 1.55
10.  anna Schwartz  1998 .....(31-1404) . 1.55
WiNS (SiNCe 1985)
  Year ........................... Total
1. ally Tunitis 2010 ..............................18
2.  Lindsay Quintiliani 2006 ..............................15
 Lindsay Williams 2005 ..............................15
 allison Blanton 2001 ..............................15
5.  ally Tunitis 2011 ..............................12
 Lindsay Quintiliani 2009 ..............................12
 allison Blanton 2000 ..............................12
 anna Schwartz 1998 ..............................12
9.  Nikki Thompson 1997 .............................. 11
10.  Lindsay Williams 2003 ..............................10
 Bev Porter 1994 ..............................10
shuTouTs (siNce 1985)
   Year ........................... Total
1.   ally Tunitis 2010 ................................7
 Kim Willis 1985 ................................7
 Susan dunmire 1984 ................................7
4.   anna Schwartz 1998 ................................6
5.   Lindsay Quintiliani 2009 ............................... 5
 Lindsay Quintiliani 2006 ............................... 5
 allison Blanton 2001 ................................5
 allison Blanton 2000 ................................5
 Sue Willson 1991 ................................5 
10.  Sue Willson 1992 .............................4.5
yEaRLy RECORDS
GOaLS LeadeRS
2011 danica deckard ..................................11
2010 aisling Coyle ........................................24
2009 Berta queralt ......................................17
2008 Linda Haussener ..................................20
2007 Yesenia Luces ......................................11
2006 Yesenia Luces ......................................13
2005 Lucy Clayton ........................................18 
2004 Curlyne Wynn, Lauren Kruse .................8
2003 Vanessa immordino .............................22
2002 Vanessa immordino .............................11
2001 Vanessa immordino .............................15
2000 Marjie van Nouhuys .............................11
1999 Katie Hobson ........................................14
1998 Jayne Landis ..........................................9
1997 Britta eickhoff .......................................23
1996 Britta eickhoff .......................................30
1995 dawn Pederson ......................................9
1994 Britta eickhoff .......................................21
1993 dawn Pederson ......................................6
1992 danielle dayton ....................................16
1991 danielle dayton ....................................19
1990 danielle dayton ....................................12
1989 Kim Finlayson .......................................12
1988 Kim Finlayson, Sandy Loeper ................4 
1987 Kim Finlayson, Sandy Loeper ................5
1986 Lorraine Mulholland ................................7
1985 Lorraine Mulholland ................................7
1984 Kim Hall ..................................................9
1983 Kelly LaPlume ........................................9
1982 Victoria Nolen .........................................6
1981 Kathy Szostak ......................................12
1980 Sue Freed ............................................11
1979 Sue Marcellus ......................................25
1978 Sue Marcellus ......................................40
aSSiSTS LeadeRS
2011 Jenn Sciulli .............................................6
2010 Berta queralt ......................................27
2009 Berta queralt ......................................12
* Complete statistics unavailable
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2008 Linda Haussener ..................................12
2007 Linda Haussener, Yesenia Luces ...........5
2006 Saskia Mueller ......................................14
2005 Saskia Mueller ......................................19
2004 Saskia Mueller ........................................9
2003 Cammie Trainer ....................................11
2002 Stacey Todd .........................................11
2001 Lorena Margni ......................................10
2000 Katie Hobson ........................................15
1999 diana Kuser ...........................................7
1998 Kimberley Reedy ..................................10
1997 Mieke van Ulden ..................................19
1996 Mieke van Ulden ..................................20
1995 Mieke van Ulden ..................................12
1994 dawn Pederson ....................................15
1993 emelie Leewens .....................................4
1992 Nienke Blans ........................................14
1991 Nienke Blans ........................................16
1990 Sandy Loeper .......................................12
1989 Sandy Loeper .......................................12
1988 Kim Finlayson, Beth Senich ...................3
1987 Kim Finlayson .........................................5
1986 Meg Glascot, Beth Senich  .....................3
1985 Kelly LaPlume ........................................3
1984 Lorraine Mulholland ................................5
1983 Kelly LaPlume, Siobhan Kelly ................5 
1982 Shari dearing .........................................3
1981 Shari dearing .........................................6
1980 Karen Prochaska ....................................9
1979 Sue Marcellus ........................................7
1978 Grace Sacher .........................................7
POiNTS LeadeRS
2011 danica deckard/Berta queralt ..........24
2010 aisling Coyle ........................................55
2009 Berta queralt ......................................46
2008 Linda Haussener ..................................52
2007 Yesenia Luces ......................................27
2006 Yesenia Luces ......................................37
2005 Yesenia Luces ......................................44
2004 Curlyne Wynn, Lauren Kruse ...............17
2003 Vanessa immordino .............................54
2002 Vanessa immordino .............................26
2001 Vanessa immordino .............................35
2000 Katie Hobson ........................................31
1999 Katie Hobson ........................................33
1998 Katie Hobson ........................................20
1997 Britta eickhoff .......................................49
1996 Britta eickhoff .......................................67
1995 Mieke van Ulden ..................................28
1994 dawn Pederson ....................................47
1993 dawn Pederson ....................................15
1992 danielle dayton ....................................33
1991 danielle daytion ...................................40
1990 danielle dayton ....................................24
1989 Kim Finlayson .......................................27
1988 Kim Finlayson .......................................11
1987 Kim Finlayson .......................................15
1986 Lorraine Mulholland ..............................14
1985 Lorraine Mulholland ..............................15
1984 Kim Hall ................................................21
1983 Kelly LaPlume ......................................23
1982 Victoria Nolen .......................................14
1981 Kathy Szostak ......................................25
1980 Sue Freed ............................................27
1979 Sue Marcellus ......................................57
1978 Sue Marcellus ......................................42
SaVeS LeadeRS
2011 ally Tunitis ............................................77
2010 ally Tunitis ............................................61
2009 Lindsay Quintiliani ................................61
2008 Lindsay Quintiliani ................................28
2007 Lindsay Quintiliani ................................62
2006 Lindsay Quintiliani ................................64
2005 Lindsay Williams ..................................58 
2004 Lindsay Williams ................................146
2003 Lindsay Williams ................................101
2002 Lara Koole ............................................66
2001 allison Blanton .....................................63
2000 allison Blanton ...................................128
1999 Gillian Batey .........................................91
1998 anna Schwartz ...................................180
1997 Nikki Thompson .................................117
1996 Nikki Thompson .................................157
1995 Nikki Thompson ...................................97
1994 Bev Porter ..........................................157
1993 Stefanie eyerkaufer ............................188
1992 Sue Willson ........................................166
1991 Sue Willson ........................................214
1990 Sue Willson ........................................270
1989 Sue Willson ........................................127
1988 Gabrielle Guerreri ...............................151
1987 Gabrielle Guerreri ...............................229
1986 Kim Willis ............................................131
1985 Kim Willis ............................................116
1984 Sue dunmire ......................................219
1983 Sue dunmire ......................................260
1982 Sue dunmire ......................................105
1981 Sue dunmire ......................................260
1980 Pat Fredericks ......................................45
1979 andie dunbar .....................................103
1978 andie dunbar .....................................138
CaREER RECORDS
POiNTS Years ...............................(G-a) Total
1.  Sue Marcellus  1976-79 (117-20) ..... 254
2.  Britta eickhoff  1994-97 (78-14) ...... 170
3.  Vanessa immordino 2000-03 (52-23) ...... 127
4.  Yesenia Luces  2004-07 (44-35) ...... 123
5.  Linda Haussener  2005-08 (45-31) ...... 121
6 Berta queralt 2009-Pres. (37-43) .... 117
7.  danielle dayton 1989-92 (53-4) .........110
8.  Mieke van Ulden  1994-97 (22-64) ...... 108
9.  Katie Hobson  1997-00 (35-31) ...... 101
10.  Lucy Clayton  2001-05 (41-14) ........ 96
11.  dawn Pederson  1992-95 (35-25) ........ 95
GOaLS Years .......................................  Total
1.  Sue Marcellus 1976-79 .......................117
2.  Britta eickhoff 1994-97 ........................ 78
3.  danielle dayton 1989-92 ........................ 53
4.  Vanessa immordino 2000-03 ........................ 52
5.  Linda Haussener 2005-08 .......................  45
6.  Yesenia Luces 2004-07 ........................ 44
7.  Lucy Clayton 2001-05 ........................ 41
8. Marije van Nouhuys 1998-01 ........................ 38
9. Berta queralt 2009-Pres. ................... 37
10.  aisling Coyle 2008-10 ........................ 35
 dawn Pederson 1992-95 ........................ 35
  Kate Hobson 1997-00 ........................ 35
aSSiSTS Years  ......................Total
1.  Mieke van Ulden 1994-97 ........................ 64
2.  Saskia Mueller 2003-06 ........................ 45
3. Berta queralt 2009-Pres. ................... 43
4. Yesenia Luces 2004-07 ........................ 35
5.  Kim Bush 1988-91 ........................ 32
6.   Linda Haussener 2005-08 ........................ 31
 Katie Hobson 1997-00 ........................ 31
 Lorraine Mullholland1985-86 ....................... 31 
9.  Nienke Blans 1991-92 ........................ 30
SHOTS aTTeMPTed (SiNCe 1985)
   Years Goals Shots
1.  Britta eickhoff  1994-97 ... 78 .............. 367
2.  danielle dayton 1989-92 ... 53 .............. 344
3.  Lucy Clayton  2001-05 ... 41 .............. 289
4.  Marije van Nouhuys 1998-01 ... 69 .............. 235
5.  Linda Haussener 2005-08 ... 45 .............. 225
6. aisling Coyle 2008-10 ... 35 .............. 217
7.  Kim Finlayson 1987-89 ... 52 .............. 207
8.  Vanessa immordino 2000-03 .. 52 .............. 191
9. Jena Cacciatore 2007-10 ... 34 .............. 190
10. Berta queralt 2009-Pres. 37 ............ 174
GaMeWiNNiNG GOaLS (SiNCe 1994)
  Years .........................Total
1.  Britta eickhoff 1994-97 ........................ 14
2. Marije van Nouhuys 1998-01 ........................ 12
3.  Berta queralt 2009-Pres. ................... 11
 aisling Coyle 2008-10 .........................11
 Vanessa immordino 2001-03 .........................11
5. Jena Cacciatore 2007-10 ........................ 10
6.   Lucy Clayton 2001-05 .......................... 9
7.  danica deckard 2009-present ................. 8
 Yesenia Luces 2004-07 .......................... 8
 Saskia Mueller 2003-06 .......................... 8
10.  Linda Haussener 2005-08 .......................... 7
 Katie Hobson 1998-00 .......................... 7
GaMeS PLaYed (SiNCe 1985)
  Years .........................Total
1. Jenn Sciulli 2008-11 ........................ 85
2. Jena Cacciatore 2007-10 ........................ 82
 Bri doak 2007-10 ........................ 82
4.  aisling McKeon 2007-10 ........................ 81
 Curlyne Wynn 2003-06 ........................ 81
6.  Lauren Kruse 2003-06 ........................ 80
 Jessica Findeison 1994-97 ........................ 80
 Nicole Hart 1994-97 ........................ 80 
 emelie Leewens 1991-94 ........................ 80
10.  Kate Brown 1995-98 ........................ 79
 diana Kuser 1998-01 .......................  79
 Kelly Terwilliger 2004-07 ........................ 79
 Jenee doto 2000-03 ........................ 79
GaMeS STaRTed (SiNCe 1995) *
  Years .........................Total
1. Jenn Sciulli 2008-11 ........................ 85
2.  Bri doak 2007-10 ........................ 82
3. Kelly Terwilliger 2004-07 ........................ 79
4.  Linda Haussener 2005-08 ........................ 78
 Curlyne Wynn 2003-06  ....................... 78
6.  Leticia Fragapane 2002-05 ........................ 77
7.  Jenee doto 2000-03 ........................ 76
 Kate Brown 1995-98  ....................... 76
9. Jena Cacciatore 2007-10 ........................ 75
10.  Saskia Mueller 2003-06 ........................ 73
11.  Lauren Kruse 2003-06 ........................ 72
12.  Lucy Clayton 2001-05 ........................ 71
 Vanessa immordino 2000-03 ........................ 71
PeNaLTY STROKeS Made (SiNCe 2001)
  Years .........................Total
1.  Vanessa immordino 2001-03 .........................  6
2.  Saskia Mueller 2003-06  ......................... 5
3.  aisling Coyle 2008-10 .......................... 4
 Linda Haussener 2005-08  ......................... 4
5.  Lucy Clayton 2001-05  ......................... 1
 Jenee doto 2001-03  ......................... 1
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PeNaLTY STROKe aTTeMPTS (SiNCe 2001)
  Years .........................Total
1.  Vanessa immordino 2001-03 .......................... 7
2. aisling Coyle 2008-10 .......................... 6
3.  Saskia Mueller 2003-06  ......................... 5
4.  Linda Haussener 2005-08  ......................... 4
5.  Lorena Margni 2001 ..............................  2
6.  Nine with 1
deFeNSiVe SaVeS (SiNCe 1985)
  Years .........................Total
1.  Beth Senich 1985-88 ........................ 31
2. Jenn Sciulli 2008-11 ........................ 25
3.  Kim Bush 1988-91 ........................ 22
4.  Jessica Findeison 1994-97 ........................ 13
  aubrey Stock 1997-00 ........................ 13
6.  Tracey Senich 1993-96 ........................ 12
7.  Traci Massielo 1990-93 ........................ 12
8.  Terri VandeCarr 1987-90 .......................... 8
9.  Kate Brown 1995-98 .......................... 7
 danielle dayton 1989-92 .......................... 7
SaVeS Years ................................(Ga) Total
1.  Sue Willson 1989-92 ... (126) .......... 777
2.  Susan dunmire 1981-84 ... * ................. 668
3.  Gabrielle Guerrieri 1986-89 ... (97) ............ 478
4.  andie dunbar 1976-79 ... * ................. 430
5.  Nikki Thompson 1994-97 ... (90) ............ 406
6.  Lindsay Williams 2002-05 ... (123) .......... 314
7.  Kim Willis 1985-87 ... (74) ............ 275
8.  Lindsay Quintiliani 2006-09 ... (103) .......... 215
9. allison Blanton  1998-01 ... (67) .............211
10.  Stefanie eyerkaufer 1993 ........ (22) ............ 188
* Complete statistics unavailable
SaVe PeRCeNTaGe (min. 100 saves, since 1985)
  Year ......... (Ga-Saves) Sv%
1.  Sue Willson 1989-90 ... (126-777)  .860
2.  Gabrielle Guerrieri  1986-89 ... (98-478) ....  .830
3.  Nikki Thompson  1994-97 ... (90-406) ..  .819
4.  allison Blanton  1999-01 ... (67-211) ...  .759
5.  Lindsay Williams  2002-05 ... (123-314) ..  .719
6. ally Tunitis 2008-11 ... (77-172) ... .691
7. Lindsay Quintiliani 2006-09 ... (103-215)  .676
GOaLS-aGaiNST aVeRaGe (min. 500:00, since 1985)
  Years ....... (Ga-Min) ..Gaa
1. ally Tunitis 2008-11 ... (77-3838 ... 1.40
2.  allison Blanton  1999-01 ... (67-3216) .. 1.45
3. Lindsay Quintiliani  2006-09 ... (103-4539) 1.59
4.  Nikki Thompson  1994-97 ... (90-3658) . 1.72
5.  Lara Koole  2002 ........ (27-1078) . 1.75
6.  Lindsay Williams  2002-05 ... (123-4544) 1.89
WiNS (SiNCe 1994) ..................... Years Total
1.  Lindsay Quintiliani 2006-09 ........................ 40
2. ally Tunitis 2008-11 ........................ 37
2. Lindsay Williams  2002-05 ........................ 36
3.  Nikki Thompson 1994-97 ........................ 30
  allison Blanton 1998-01 ........................ 30
SHUTOUTS  Years .........................Total
1.  Sue Willson 1989-92 ........................ 15
2.  Lindsay Quintiliani 2006-09 ........................ 14
3.  ally Tunitis 2008-11 ........................ 13
3. Kim Willis 1985-87 ..................... 12.5
4.  allison Blanton 1998-01 ..................... 10.5
 Lindsay Williams 2002-05 ........................ 10
7.  Raegan Kopetz 1991-93 ....................... 8.5
8.  Nikki Thompson 1994-97 .......................... 8
9.  Susan dunmire 1981-84 .......................... 7
10.  Gabrielle Guerrieri 1986-89 ....................... 4.5
TEaM SEaSOn RECORDS 
POiNTS
 Year  (G-a) .........................Total
1. 2010 (71-71) ....................... 213
2.  2005 (70-52) ....................... 192
3.  2006 (66-52) ....................... 184
4.  1996 (61-53) ....................... 175 
5.  2008 (61-43) ....................... 165
 2003 (56-53) ....................... 165
7.  1994  (57-46) ....................... 160 
8.  2001 (56-41) ....................... 153 
9.  2009 (54-43) ....................... 151
10. 1991  (51-39) ....................... 141
POiNTS PeR GaMe
  Year Games ................average
1.  2006  19 .............................. 9.68 
2. 2010 23 .............................. 9.26
3.  1996  20 .............................. 8.75 
4.  2005  22 .............................. 8.73 
5.  2003 20 .............................. 8.25 
6.  2008  21 .............................. 7.86 
7.  2001  20 .............................  7.65 
8.  1994  21 .............................. 7.62 
9.  2009 20 .............................. 7.55
10. 1997  20 .............................. 7.00 
 
GOaLS
  Year .......................................................Goals
1. 2010 ........................................................... 71
2.  2005 ........................................................... 70
3.  2006 ........................................................... 66
4.  2008 ........................................................... 61
 1996 ........................................................... 61
6.  1994 ........................................................... 57
 1978 ........................................................... 57
8.  2003 ........................................................... 56
 2001 ........................................................... 56
10.  2009 ........................................................... 54
GOaLS PeR GaMe
 Year Games ......................Total
1.  2006  19 .............................. 3.47
2.  2005  22 .............................. 3.18
3. 2010 23 .............................. 3.09
4.  1996  20 .............................. 3.05
5.  2008  21 .............................  2.90
6.  2003  20 .............................. 2.80
 2001  20 .............................. 2.80
8.  1994  21 .............................. 2.71
 1978  21 .............................. 2.71
10.  2009 20 .............................. 2.70
aSSiSTS
  Year .....................................................assists
1. 2010 ........................................................... 71
2.  2003  .......................................................... 53
  1996 ........................................................... 53
4.  2006 ........................................................... 52
  2005 ........................................................... 52
6.  1997 ........................................................... 46
  1994 ........................................................... 46
8.  2009 ........................................................... 43
  2008 ........................................................... 43
10.  2001 ........................................................... 41
aSSiSTS PeR GaMe
 Year Games ......................Total
1. 2010 23 .............................. 3.09
2.  2006  19 .............................. 2.74
3.  2003  20 .............................. 2.65
 1996  20 .............................. 2.65
5.  2005  22 .............................. 2.36
6.  1997  20 .............................. 2.35
7.  1994  21 .............................. 2.19
8. 2009 20 .............................. 2.15
9.  2008  21 .............................. 2.05
 2001  20 .............................. 2.05
SHOTS aTTeMPTed
1.  1991  .........................................................411
2.  2005  ........................................................ 383
3. 2010 ......................................................... 335
4.  1996  ........................................................ 334
5.  1994  ........................................................ 319
6.  2008  ........................................................ 318
7.  2006  ........................................................ 317
8.  1993  ........................................................ 310
9. 2011 ......................................................... 308
9.  1992  ........................................................ 303
11.  2003  ........................................................ 301
SHOTS PeR GaMe
 Year Games ......................Total
1.  1991  21 ............................ 19.57
2.  2005  22 ............................ 17.41
3.  1992  18 ............................ 16.83
4.  1996  20 ............................ 16.70
5.  2006  19 ............................ 16.68
6.  1993  20 ............................ 15.50
7.  1994  21 ............................ 15.19
8.  2008  21 ............................ 15.14
9.  2003  20 ............................ 15.05
10.  1997  20 ............................ 14.90
PeNaLTY STROKeS Made (SiNCe 1985)
1.  2001 ............................................................. 5
 1999 ............................................................. 5
3.  2010 ............................................................. 4
 2005 ............................................................. 4
5.  2008 ............................................................. 3
 1998 ............................................................. 3
 1993 ............................................................. 3
 1991 ............................................................. 3
9.  Five with 2
PeNaLTY STROKe aTTeMPTS (SiNCe 2001)
1.  2001 ............................................................. 9
2. 2010 ............................................................. 5
3.  2005 ............................................................. 4
4.  2008 ............................................................. 3
 2004 ............................................................. 3
6.  2009 ............................................................. 2
 2003 ............................................................. 2
 2002 ............................................................. 2
9.  2007 ............................................................. 1
 2006 ............................................................. 1
PeNaLTY CORNeRS (SiNCe 1987)
1.  2005 ......................................................... 191
 1991 ......................................................... 191
3.  2007 ......................................................... 176
4.  2006 ......................................................... 173
 2001 ......................................................... 173
6.  2003 ......................................................... 172
7.  2000 ......................................................... 170
8. 2010 ......................................................... 168
9.  1997 ......................................................... 164
10.  1996 ......................................................... 158
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SaVeS
  Year (Ga) ............................Total
1.  1990  (41) .............................. 287
2.  1988  (48) .............................. 271
3.  1993  (34) .............................. 262
4.  1987  (53) .............................. 249
5.  1991  (26) .............................. 246
6.  1989  (41) .............................. 194
7.  1994  (30) .............................. 193
8.  1993  (34) .............................. 179
9.  1996  (36) .............................. 168
10.  1982  (27) .............................. 152
SaVeS PeR GaMe
  Year Games ........................Total
1.  1990  19...............................15.11
2.  1987  19...............................13.11
3.  1993  20.............................. 13.10
4.  1988  21.............................. 12.90
5.  1991  21...............................11.71
6.  1989  18.............................. 10.78
7.  1993  18................................ 9.94
8.  1994  21................................ 9.19
9.  1998  20................................ 9.00
10.  1982  18................................ 8.44
SaVe PeRCeNTaGe  (Ga-SaVeS)                SV%
1.  1991 (26-246) .....................  .904
2.  1993  (34-262) .....................  .885 
3.  1990  (41-287) .....................  .875
4.  1994  (30-193) .....................  .866
5.  1998  (31-180) .....................  .853 
6.  1982  (27-152) .....................  .850 
  1978  (24-138) .....................  .850
  1988  (48-271) .....................  .850
9.  1992  (34-179) .....................  .840
10.  1989  (41-194) .....................  .826 
GOaLS aGaiNST aVG. (SiNCe 1994)
 Year (Ga-Min) .....................Gaa
1.  2008  (26-1539) ...................  1.18
2. 2010 (29-1668) .................... 1.22
3.  1994  (30 Ga-*) .................... 1.37
 2000  (28-1429) .................... 1.37
5.  2001  (29-1452) .................... 1.40 
6. 2006  (29-1368) .................... 1.48 
7. 2011 (34-1555) .................... 1.53
8. 2009 (31-1413) .................... 1.54
9.  1998  (31-1404) .................... 1.55 
10.  2005  (38-1575) .................... 1.69 
11.  2002  (33-1323) .................... 1.75 
* Complete statistics unavailable 
MOST WiNS                 (ReCORd)             TOTaL
1. 2010 (18-5-0) .......................... 18
2. 1976  (17-5-0) .......................... 17
3.  2006 (15-4-0) .......................... 15
 2005  (15-7-0) .......................... 15
  2001  (15-5-0) .......................... 15
 6.  2008 (14-7-0) .......................... 14 
 1994  (14-7-0) .......................... 14 
 1991  (14-6-1) .......................... 14
 9.  2009 (13-7-0) .......................... 13
 1996  (13-7-0) .......................... 13
 1978 (13-5-2) .......................... 13 
MOST TieS
1.  1988 .............................................................. 5
 1986 .............................................................. 5 
3.  1983 .............................................................. 4
4.  1984 .............................................................. 3
 1972 .............................................................. 3
6.  Seven with 2
MOST SHUTOUTS
1.   1979……………………............................... 11
2.  2008 ............................................................. 9
3.  1978 ............................................................. 8
4.  2010 ............................................................. 7
  1985 ............................................................. 7
   1992 ............................................................. 7
7.  Six with 6
GaMeS PLaYed
1. 1986 ........................................................... 30
 1981 ........................................................... 30
3.  1984 ........................................................... 24
4.  2010 ........................................................... 23
 2005 ........................................................... 22
6.  2008 ........................................................... 21
 1994 ........................................................... 21
 1991 ........................................................... 21
 1988 ........................................................... 21
10.  eleven with 20
TEaM gaME RECORDS
MOST POiNTS (SiNCe 2001)
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  SW Missouri State 09/21/2003  ................. 25
2. Robert Morris 09/29/2010 .................. 24
3.  Saint Louis 08/30/2009 .................. 22
 Miami (Ohio) 10/21/2003  ................. 22
5.  Ball State 09/27/2006  ................. 21
6.  Central Michigan 10/16/2005  ................. 19
7.  Ohio 09/19/2006  ................. 18
8.  Miami (Ohio) 09/13/2006  ................. 17
9.  Five with 16
MOST GOaLS
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  Louisville 10/05/1994  ................. 10
2. Central Michigan 08/30/2000 .................... 9
 Va. Commonwealth 09/07/1996 .................... 9
 Ohio 10/18/1994  ................... 9
5. Six with 8
MOST aSSiSTS (SiNCe 2001)
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  SW Missouri State 09/21/2003 .................... 9
2.  Robert Morris 09/29/2010 .................... 8 
 Saint Louis 08/30/2009 .................... 8
4. Ball State 09/27/2006  ................... 7
 Central Michigan 10/16/2005  ..................  7
6.   eight with 6
MOST SHOTS (SiNCe 2001)
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  Miami (Ohio) 10/21/2003  ................. 35
2.  Robert Morris 09/29/2010 .................. 34
 Radford 09/07/2003  ................. 34
4. Richmond 09/03/2011 ................... 33
5.  Saint Louis 08/30/2009 .................. 32
 Lock Haven 10/23/2005  ................. 32
7.  Pennsylvania 09/03/2006  ................. 29
 Missouri State 09/17/2005  ................. 29
9. Villanova 09/13/2002 .................. 28
 Miami (Ohio) 10/16/2001  ................. 28
11.  indiana 10/14/2005  ................. 27
 California 10/13/2001  ................. 27
MOST SaVeS (SiNCe 2001)
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  Louisville 09/28/2004  ................. 18
2.  Michigan State 10/02/2004  ................. 16
3.  Penn State 10/10/2003 .................. 14
4.  Maryland 10/05/2003  ................. 13
5.  Wake Forest 09/03/2004  ................. 13
6.  Maine 08/29/2004  ................. 12
7.  Virginia 11/10/2001  ...................11
8.  duke 09/04/2005  ................. 10
 Northwestern 11/07/2003  .................. 10
10. Five with nine
Big TEn - SEaSOn RECORDS 
GOaLS 
 Year .......................................................Goals
1.  1997 ........................................................... 31
2.  1994 ........................................................... 22
3.  1999 ..........................................................  21
 1996 ........................................................... 21
5.  2006 ........................................................... 20
6. 2010 ........................................................... 19
7.  2000 ........................................................... 18
 1992 ........................................................... 18
9.  Three with 16
MOST WiNS
 Year Record ........................Total
1.  1997  (7-5-0) .............................. 7
2.  1998  (6-6-0) .............................  6
 1996  (6-5-0) .............................. 6
 1994  (6-6-0) .............................  6
5.  2010 (5-1-0) .............................. 5
 2006  (5-1-0) .............................  5 
 2001 (5-1-0) .............................. 5 
 1999  (5-7-0) .............................. 5 
9.  Five with 4
MOST SHUTOUTS
1.  1985 ................................................................. 5
2.  1984 ................................................................. 4
3.  2008 ................................................................. 3
 1992 ................................................................. 3
5.  Nine with 2
Big TEn - gaME RECORDS
MOST GOaLS
 Opponent date ..........................Total
1.  indiana 10/13/2000  ................... 8
2.  Northwestern 10/24/2008 .................... 6
 Michigan 09/23/2005 .................... 6
 Northwestern 11/02/1997 ..................... 6
5. Michigan State 10/15/2010 .................... 5
 indiana 10/10/2008  ................... 5
 indiana 10/20/2001 .................... 5
 Michigan State 10/12/1997 .................... 5
9.  12 times; last Mich. 10/17/2009 .................... 4
MiSCELLanEOUS RECORDS
inDiviDUaL gaME RECORDS
 Most goals.... 7, Sue Marcellus (vs. Muskingum, 
10/07/76)
 Most assists .................................... 4, two times
 Most defensive saves ..................... 3, five times
 Most GK saves..............32, Stefanie eyerkaufer
  ............................................(vs. iowa, 10/16/93)
pOSTSEaSOn pLay
NCaa TOURNaMeNT aPPeaRaNCeS
 First Round 1994, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2009, 2010,  
  ....................................................................2011
 Second Round ................................. 2006, 2010
 Semifinal .................................................... 2010
BiG TeN CHaMPiONSHiPS
 Regular Season .... 2001 (co-), 2006, 2010 (co-)
 Tournament ................................................ 2001
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aTHLETiC awaRDS





Yesenia Luces .....................2005, 2007
Sue Marcellus ............1977, 1978, 1979
Marjie van Nouhuys .......................2001
Jenn Sciulli .................................... 2011
NFHCa aLL-aMeRiCaN, SeCONd TeaM 
Britta eickhoff ................................1996
Linda Haussener ...........................2007
Vanessa immordino .............2001, 2002
Yesenia Luces ...............................2006
Saskia Mueller ...............................2006
Marije van Nouhuys .......................2000
NFHCa aLL-aMeRiCaN, THiRd TeaM 
Leticia Fragapane ..........................2005
Linda Haussener ...........................2006
Katie Hobson .......................1999, 2000
Saskia Mueller .....................2004, 2005
dawn Pederson .............................1994
Berta queralt ......................2009, 2010
NFHCa WeST ReGiON COaCH OF THe YeaR
anne Wilkinson ....................2006, 2010
NFHCa WeST ReGiON PLaYeR OF THe YeaR
aisling Coyle ..................................2010






aisling Coyle ........................2009, 2010
danielle dayton .............................1990
Britta eickhoff ......................1996, 1997
Leticia Fragapane ..........................2005
Linda Haussener .......2006, 2007, 2008
Katie Hobson .......................1999, 2000
Vanessa immordino ...2001, 2002, 2003
Kim Finlayson ......................1988, 1989
emelie Leewens ............................1994
Yesenia Luces ...........2005, 2006, 2007
Lorena Margni ...............................2001
Saskia Mueller ...........2004, 2005, 2006
dawn Pederson ...................1993, 1994
Paula Pastor-Pitarque .................2011
Berta queralt ......................2009, 2010
Beth Senich .........................1987, 1988
Tracey Senich ................................1995
Jenn Sciulli .................................... 2011
Mariana Solorzano ........................2000
Stacey Todd ...................................2002
Marije van Nouhuys ...1999, 2000, 2001
Mieke van Ulden ............................1997
Sue Wilson ....................................1991
Curlyne Wynn ..2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
NFHCa aLL-WeST ReGiON, SeCONd TeaM 
allison Blanton .....................2000, 2001
Maria Briones ................................2009
Jena Cacciatore.............................2010
Lucy Clayton ........................2001, 2005
aisling Coyle ..................................2008
danielle dayton ...................1991, 1992
danica deckard............................2011
Fran dorando ............1991, 1992, 1993
Jenee doto ..........................2000, 2002
Jessica Findeison ..........................1997
Katie Hobson .................................1998











Christine Stafford .................1991, 1993
Nikki Thompson ...................1996, 1997
Mieke van Ulden ............................1996
Colleen Walsh .....................1995, 1996
Sue Wilson ..........................1990, 1992
BiG TeN PLaYeR OF THe YeaR
Saskia Mueller ...............................2006
BiG TeN OFFeNSiVe PLaYeR OF THe YeaR
Linda Haussener .................. 2008 (co-)
Yesenia Luces ............ 2006, 2007 (co-)
BiG TeN deFeNSiVe PLaYeR OF THe YeaR
aisling Coyle ..................................2010
Jenn Sciulli .................................... 2011




aLL-BiG TeN, FiRST TeaM 
allison Blanton ...............................2001
Mary Brainard ......................1983, 1985
Kate Brown ....................................1998
Lucy Clayton ..................................2003
aisling Coyle ........................2009, 2010
Britta eickhoff ................................1997
Jessica Findeison ..........................1997
Linda Haussener .................2007, 2008
Katie Hobson .......................1999, 2000




Yesenia Luces ...........2005, 2006, 2007
Saskia Mueller ...............................2006
dawn Pederson .............................1994
Berta queralt ......................2009, 2010
Lindsay Quintiliani .........................2009
Jenn Sciulli .................................... 2011
Marije van Nouhuys ...1999, 2000, 2001
Curlyne Wynn ............2004, 2005, 2006







danica deckard ............................. 2011
Fran dorando ......................1992, 1993
Britta eickhoff ......................1994, 1996
Kim Finlayson ......................1987, 1988
Leticia Fragapane ................2003, 2005
Meg Glascott .................................1984
Kim Hall ...............................1984, 1985
Linda Haussener ...........................2006
Siobhan Kelly.................................1985
Jayne Kettles .............1984, 1985, 1986
Lauren Kruse .................................2006





aisling McKeon ..............................2010 
emily Mikac ...................................2008
Saskia Mueller .....................2004, 2005
Michaela O’Malley .........................2007
Paula Pastor-Pitarque .......2010, 2011
dawn Pederson ...................1993, 1995







Marije van Nouhuys .......................1998
Mieke van Ulden ............................1996







ally Tunitis ..................................... 2011
Curlyne Wynn ................................2004
BiG TeN aLL-TOURNaMeNT TeaM
alison Blanton...........2000, 2001 (MVP)
Lucy Clayton ..................................2005
aisling Coyle ........................2008, 2010
Jenee doto ....................................2001
Jessica Gofgosky ..........................2006




Paula Pastor-Pitarque .......2010, 2011
Berta queralt ................................2009
Kimberley Reedy ...........................2000
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danielle dayton ...................1991, 1991


















Jenn Sciulli .................................... 2011
Beth Senich ...................................1988
Tracey Senich ................................1996
Stacey Todd (alternate) .................2002
Marije van Nouhuys .......................2001
Curlyne Wynn ................................2006












NFHCa NaTiONaL aCadeMiC SQUad 
alicia anzivine............2007, 2008, 2009
allison Blanton ...............................2001
Kate Brown ....................................1996
Cory Buck ..................1993, 1994, 1995
Lynn Carahacy ..........1995, 1996, 1997
Katelin Condon ..............................2002
Arielle cowie ......................2010, 2011
Susan dappen ..................... 2010, 2011
danica deckard............................2010
Jill deemer.....................................1996
Susan deFreitas ..................1995, 1996
Mary eck ........................................2001
Jessica Gofgosky ..........................2003
dana Greenhut ....................2004, 2005
Nicole Hart .................1995, 1996, 1997
Linda Haussener .......2005, 2007, 2008
Melissa Hunter 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Rachel Hunter............2006, 2008, 2009
Sheila Hunter .................................2008
Kaitie Kirchner ..................... 2010, 2011
carly mackessy............................2011
Jen Martin ......................................2008
Traci Massielo .....................1992, 1993
aisling McKeon ....................2007, 2008
emily Mikac .....2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Caitlin Moore .................................2008
Saskia Mueller ...............................2006
Nora murer .........................2010, 2011
laura Napolitano .....2009, 2010, 2011
Melissa Palm ...2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Nina Passen ........................ 2010, 2011
Paula Pastor-Pitarque .......2010, 2011  
emily Pope ....................................2008
Berta queralt ......................2010, 2011
Lindsay Quintiliani 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Renee Rossi ....2002, 2003, 2004, 2005
Jenn Sciulli ....................................2008
Felicia Smith ........................1997, 1998
aubrey Stock .................................1998




Lindsay Williams 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005
kaitlyn wagner ............................2011
Kelly Woods ...................................1998
eSPN THe MaGaziNe/COSida 
aCadeMiC aLL-diSTRiCT iV
Lindsay Quintiliani (first team) .......2009





Nina Passen .................................. 2011




Keegan Billick ......................2008, 2009
Nienke Blans .................................1992
allison Blanton ...........1999, 2000, 2001
Kate Brown ................1996, 1997, 1998
Cori Buck .........1992, 1993, 1994, 1995
Shelia Burke ........................1991, 1992
Lynn Carahaly ...........1995, 1996, 1997
Lucy Clayton ..................................2002
Katelin Condon ..............................2003
doreena Constantiello .........1992, 1993
Gen Cornhill...................................1997
Arielle cowie ................................2011
Susan dappen ............................... 2011
danielle dayton .............................1992
danica deckard..................2010, 2011
Susan deFreitas ........1994, 1995, 1996
Brianne doak .............2008, 2009, 2010
Trudy duffy ....................................1991





Nicole Hart .................1995, 1996, 1997
Linda Haussener .......2006, 2007, 2008
Katie Hobson .................................2000
Jennifer Hoelbinger .............1990, 1991
McKenzie Hufford ..........................2002
Melissa Hunter...........2007, 2008, 2009
Rachel Hunter............2007, 2008, 2009
Kaitie Kirchner ............................... 2011
Chrissy Kilroe ......................1999, 2000
Kelly LaPlume................................1984
Sandy Loeper ................................1990
Jen Martin ............................2007, 2008
Traci Massielo ...........1991, 1992, 1993
Katie McClatchey.................1987, 1988
aisling McKeon ....................2009, 2010
deanna Menichini ..........................1997
emily Mikac ...............2006, 2007, 2008
Saskia Mueller ...........2004, 2005, 2006
Nora murer ...................................2011
laura Napolitano .....2009, 2010, 2011
Melissa Palm .............2007, 2008, 2009
Colleen Parson ....................1996, 1997
Berta queralt ................................2010
Nina Passen .................................. 2011
Paula Pastor-Pitarque .................2011
Lindsay Quintiliani .....2007, 2008, 2009
Kimberley Reedy .................1999, 2000
Rachael Rhoades ................1992, 1993
ali Ristas........................................2009
Renee Rossi ..............2003, 2004, 2005
Michelle Ruebman .........................2000
Beth Senich ...................................1988
Jenn Sciulli ..........................2009, 2010
Felicia Smith ..............1997, 1998, 1999
Florencia Stier .....................2004, 2006
aubrey Stock .............1998, 1999, 2000
maria swartz.................................2011
Kelly Terwilliger ....................2006, 2007
Nikki Thompson .........1995, 1996, 1997
Stacey Todd ...................................2000
Cammie Trainer .............................2002
ally Tunitis  ................ 2009, 2010, 2011
Bonnie Turner ......................1988, 1990
Terri VandeCarr .........1987, 1988, 1989
Jennifer Van Kirk .................2000, 2001
Lindsay Williams ........2003, 2004, 2005  
Kim Willis .............................1986, 1987
Kelly Woods .........................1998, 2000
aCadeMiC aLL-MidWeST
COLLeGiaTe CONFeReNCe
Shelia Burke ........................1990, 1991
Susan Carr ..........................1989, 1990
danielle dayton .............................1990
Trudy duffy ................1989, 1990, 1991
Kim Finlayson ................................1989
Mary Hess ...........................1989, 1991
Jennifer Hoelbinger .............1990, 1991
Sandy Loeper ................................1990
Traci Massielo ...............................1991
Mary Kay O’Brien ..........................1990





alicia anzivine............2007, 2008, 2009
Lisa Batman...................................1986




Keegan Billick ............2007, 2008, 2009
Nienke Blans .......................1991, 1992
allison Blanton .1998, 1999, 2000, 2001
Mary Brainard ..1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
Kate Brown ......1995, 1996, 1997, 1998
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Bold indicates a 2012 team member
Cori Buck .........1992, 1993, 1994, 1995
Krista Burge ...................................1986
Sheila Burke ..............1990, 1991, 1992
Judell Butler ...................................1977
Lynn Carahaly .1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Patricia Carpenter..........................1977




d. Costantiello ..1990, 1991, 1992, 1993
Arielle cowie .......................2010, 2011
Margaret Cunningham ..........1980, 1981
Susan dappen ................................2010
danielle dayton ....................1990, 1992
Shari dearing..................................1981
danica deckard.........2009, 2010, 2011
Jill deemer......................................1995
Susan deFreitas .........1994, 1995, 1996
Brianne doak ........................2008, 2009
daniela drexler ...............................1993




Kim Finlayson .............1988, 1989, 1990
Pat Fredericks ................................1980
Sue Freed .........1978, 1979, 1980, 1981
Cristy Freese ....1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
Haley Fox .......................................2000
amy Gabrila ..........................1995, 1996
Jessica Gofgosky ...........................2003




Nicole Hart ........1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
anne Hatch-Gael ..................1985, 1986
Linda Haussener 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Mary Hess ......................................1989
Katie Hobson ..................................2000
Jen Hoelbinger .....................1990, 1991
Marie Howard .......................1976, 1977
McKenzie Hufford ...........................2002
Melissa Hunter..2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Rachel Hunter...2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Sheila Hunter ..................................2008
Gail irwin.........................................1976
Marsha Keith ........................1977, 1978
J. Kelly ..............1982, 1983, 1984, 1985
Kathleen Kelly.......................1985, 1986
Siobhan Kelly..............1984, 1985, 1986
Chrissy Kilroe .............1998, 1999, 2000
Kaitie Kirchner ...................... 2010, 2011
Mary Klunk............................1980, 1981
Lara Koole ......................................2002
Raegan Kopetz .....................1991, 1992
Kelly LaPlume...1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
L. Lassen ..........1980, 1981, 1982, 1983
Shelly Leash ...................................1981
eileen Lloyd ....................................1978
K. Lorenz ..........1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
carly mackessy.............................2011
M. Mandracchia ........................1990, 91
Jeanne Marshall .............................1980
Jen Martin ...................2006, 2007, 2008
Traci Massielo ............1991, 1992, 1993
Shari Matkin....................................1999
Susan Matson.......................1983, 1984
K. McClatchey ............1987, 1988, 1989
aisling McKeon .2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
S. McKinney .....1980, 1981, 1982, 1983
Carol Meloy ....................................1981
deanna Menichini ...........................1996
emily Mikac ......2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Caitlin Moore ..................................2008
Saskia Mueller ..2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Barb Mullinix ...................................1976
Nora murer ..........................2010, 2011
Victoria Nolen .................................1983
Molly O’Connor .....................1981, 1982
Michaela O’Malley ..........................2007
laura Napolitano ......2009, 2010, 2011
Melissa Palm ....2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Colleen Parson .....................1995, 1996
Nina Passen ..................................2010, 
2011 ........................................................




Berta queralt .............2009, 2010, 2011
Bridget Quinn..................................1986
Lindsay Quintiliani 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Kimberley Reedy ..................1998, 1999
Janis Rehmar .......................1976, 1977
Rachael Rhoades .................1992, 1993
ali Ristas.....................2006, 2008, 2009
evelyn Romeo ................................2010







Renee Schwartz ...................1985, 1986
Jenn Sciulli ...........................2008, 2009
Kate Selegue ..................................1983
Beth Senich ................1987, 1988, 1989
Tracey Senich .................................1993
Sally Shackleton 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980
Susan Shepperd .........1976, 1977, 1978
Lesley Simon ..................................1999
B i g  T E n  M E Da L  O F  H O n O R
in the past decade, the Ohio State field hockey 
program has had three student-athletes nab the 
prestigious Big Ten Medal of Honor award: allison 
Blanton (1999-01), Saskia Mueller (2003-06) and Linda 
Haussener (2005-08). 
each member institution in the conference gives 
the award annually to the male and female athletes in 
the graduating class who have attained the greatest 
proficiency in both academics and athletics. The Big Ten 
Conference office established the award in 1914 for men 
and an additional award for the top female was instituted 





Undergraduate degrees: Political Science, economics
•  Three-time all-american, including a first-team 
selection in 2008 after earning second and third-team 
honors in 2007 and 2006, respectively
•  Named NFHCa First Team all-West Region as a 
sophomore, junior and senior
• Member of the 2006 Big Ten Regular Season 
Champion squad
•  2008 Big Ten Co-Offensive Player of the Year, 
unanimous First Team all-Big Ten and Big Ten all-
Tournament Team honoree
•  Led Big Ten in overall scoring during her senior 
season, finishing with 52 points, the sixth most in 
a season by a Buckeye. She held an eight-point 
margin over the second-highest player and also led 
the league with 20 goals after scoring in all but four 
of 21 games
•  Ranks fifth in career goals with 45, is tied for fifth in 
assists with 31 and fifth in scoring with 121 points
•  Three-time NFHCa National Scholar-athlete and 






•  Three-time all-american, including a second-team 
selection in 2006 and third-team honors in 2004 
and 2005
•  Named NFHCa First Team all-West Region as a 
sophomore, junior and senior
• Member of the 2006 Big Ten Regular Season 
Champion squad
•  2006 Big Ten Player of the Year, unanimous First 
Team all-Big Ten selection and four-time Big Ten 
Player of the Week honoree
•  as a senior, finished third on the team and fourth in 
the conference with 32 points, tying her career high 
with nine goals, three of which were gamewinners, 
and adding a team-high 14 assists while starting all 
19 games
•  Ranked second in career assists with 45 and tied 
for second in single season assists with 19 (2006) 
in Ohio State record books after leading the squad 
in the category from 2004-06
•  NFHCa National Scholar-athlete in 2006, three-time 







• Two-time Second Team NFHCa all-West Region 
honoree
• Backstopped Ohio State to 2001 Big Ten Regular 
Season and Tournament Championships
•  Named 2001 Big Ten Tournament MVP, First 
Team all-Big Ten and Big Ten all-Tournament 
Team honoree; also earned Second Team all-Big 
Ten accolades in 2000
• Tapped 2001 North-South Senior all-Star
•  Saves leader for the Buckeyes in 2000 and 2001 
seasons, ranks third in the Ohio State record books 
with 10.5 career shutouts and tied for fourth in 
shutouts in a singles season with five in both her 
junior and senior season
•  2002 First Team CoSida academic all-district, 
2001 NFHCa National Scholar-athlete, three-time 
academic all-Big Ten and four-time OSU Scholar-
athlete selection
• Three-year winner of the Harriet B. Reynolds award for 
owning squad’s highest GPa 
Felicia Smith .....1996, 1997, 1998, 1999
Lori Lee Sommer ..................1982, 1983
Brenda Stewart ...............................1984
Florencia Stier ......................2005, 2006







Kathy Szostak...1980, 1981, 1982, 1983
Candace Taglianetti ........................1998
Kelly Terwilliger ...........2004, 2006, 2007
Nikki Thompson ..........1995, 1996, 1997
Katy Thomson ................................1991
Sally Tien ........................................1976
Stacey Todd ..........................1999, 2000
Cammie Trainer ....................2001, 2002
ally Tunitis ........ 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
Bonnie Turner .............1988, 1989, 1990
Teri VandeCarr .1987, 1988, 1989, 1990
Jennifer Van Kirk ..................1999, 2001
Jennifer Varley ......................1999, 2000
emma voelker ...............................2011
aura Whittaker ......................1976, 1977
Lindsay Williams 2002, 2003, 2004. 2005
Stacey Williams ..............................1997
Kim Willis ....................1986, 1987, 1988
ann Wilson .....................................1977
Kelly Woods ......1997, 1998, 1999, 2000
Kathy zupscan................................1976
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Field hockey letterwinners listed prior to 1975 or “N/a” 
were awarded their Varsity O letters in 2006.
  
a
adelman, Mara .........................................2004, 2005
allison, debbie..........................................1982, 1983
Allen, Alexis ...................................................... 2011
anderson, alicia Christine.....1968, 1969, 1970, 1971
angowski, Patty ..................................................1977
anzivine, alicia................................2007, 2008, 2009
B
Barrows, Leigh......................1984, 1985, 1986, 1987
Bartlett, Barb.............................................1966, 1967
Batman, Missy ......................1978, 1979, 1980, 1981
Billick, Keegan ................................2007, 2008, 2009
Blans, Nienke ...........................................1991, 1992
Blanton, allison ...............................1999, 2000, 2001
Brady, Julia .....................................1970, 1971, 1972
Brainard, Mary ......................1982, 1983, 1984, 1985
Briones, Maria ..........................................2009, 2010
Brookhart, Meghan ...............2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Brown, Kate ....................................1996, 1997, 1998
Bruce, Bettie .............................................1955, 1956
Buck, Cori .............................1992, 1993, 1994, 1995
Buckingham, Jeri Lee ...............................1969, 1970
Burge, Krista .......................................................1984
Burke, Sheila ..................................1990, 1991, 1992
Burt, Charlotte ....................................................1975
Bush, Kim .............................1988, 1989, 1990, 1991
Butcher, Camille .............................2000, 2001, 2002
C
Cacciatore, Jena...................2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
Carahaly, Lynn ................................1995, 1996, 1997
Carey, Gina .........................................................1988
Carr, Susan...........................1988, 1989, 1990, 1991
Ciminello, Natalia..................2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Clark, Morgan .................................2008, 2009, 2010
Clayton, Lucy ........................2001, 2002, 2003, 2005
Cloud, Kellie .......................................................1988
Coleman, MJ ......................................................1989
Collins, Patricia .........................................1966, 1967
Condon, Katelin ..............................2002, 2003, 2004
Costantiello, doreena ...............................1992, 1993
cowie, Arielle .......................................... 2010, 2011
Coyle, aisling ..................................2008, 2009, 2010
Craig, Tonya ...................................1980, 1982, 1983
Crist, deborah ......................1967, 1968, 1969, 1970
d
dappen, Susan ......................................... 2010, 2011
dayton, danielle ...................1989, 1990, 1991, 1992
dearing, Shari.................................1980, 1981, 1982
deckard, danica............................ 2009, 2010, 2011
deemer, Jill .........................................................1995
deFreitas, Susan ......................................1994, 1996
doak, Brianne .......................2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
dorando, Fran ......................1990, 1991, 1992, 1993
doto, Jenee ..........................2000, 2001, 2002, 2003
douglas, Monica .................................................1992
duffy, Trudy ....................................1988, 1989, 1991
dunbar, andie .......................1976, 1977, 1978, 1979





edwards, Cara ................................1964, 1965, 1966
eickhoff, Britta ................................1994, 1996, 1997
estall, Terrilyn .....................................................1966
eusner, erin ..............................................1996, 1997
eyerkaufer, Stefanie ...........................................1993
F
Findeison, Jessica ................1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Finlayson, Kim ................................1987, 1988, 1989
Fox, Haley ............................1997, 1998, 1999, 2000
Fragapane, Leticia ................2002, 2003, 2004, 2005
Fredericks, Pat ...................................................1980
Freed, Sue ............................1977, 1978, 1979, 1980
Freese, Cristy .......................1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
Fugimoto, Harumi ...............................................1986
G
Gabrila, amy .........................1993, 1994, 1995, 1996
German, Karen ...................................................1960
Glascott, Meg .......................1984, 1985, 1986, 1987
Gofgosky, Jamie ...................2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Gofgosky, Jessica .................2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Grady, Kara ..............................................1987, 1988
Greenhut, dana ........................................2004, 2005
Guerrieri, Gabrielle .........................1986, 1987, 1988
Guerrieri, Gina  .........................................1992, 1993
H
Hackett, Linda.....................................................1971




Hart, Nicole ...........................1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Hassman, Stacie ............................2003, 2004, 2005
Hatch, Gael-anne .....................................1984, 1985
Haussener, Linda..................2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Heiligman, Lynne ......................................1963, 1964
Henninger, Mary .................................................1986
Hepp, Mary ann ..................................................1962
Hess, Mary ...........................1988, 1989, 1990, 1991
Hillis, Teresa .............................................1983, 1984
Hobson, Katie .......................1997, 1998, 1999, 2000
Hoelbinger, Jen...............................1989, 1990, 1991
Houser, Keri ..............................................2006, 2007
Howard, elaine .........................................1975, 1976
Howard, Marie ..........................................1975, 1976
Hufford, McKenzie ................1999, 2000, 2001, 2002
Hunter, Melissa .....................2006, 2007, 2008, 2009




immordino, Vanessa .............2000, 2001, 2002, 2003
irmler, Kim ................................................1994, 1995
irwin, Gail............................................................1975
J 




Keith, Marsha .......................1975, 1976, 1977, 1978
Kelly, Jacqueline ...................1981, 1982, 1983, 1984
Kelly, Kathleen ..........................................1984, 1985
Kelly, Lynn ..........................................................1961
Kelly, Siobhan .................................1983, 1984, 1985
Kettles, Jayne .................................1984, 1985, 1986
Kilroe, Chrissy ................................1998, 1999, 2000
Kirchner, Kaitie ......................................... 2010, 2011
Klunk, Mary.....................................1980, 1981, 1982
Koole, Lara .........................................................2002
Kopetz, Raegan ..................................................1993
Koufman, Stephanie .......................1979, 1980, 1981
Kostka, Kristen ...................................................2000
Krauss, Victoria ..............................2003, 2004, 2005
Kruse, Lauren  ......................2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Kuser, diana .........................1998, 1999, 2000, 2001
L
Lake, Meghan .......................2001, 2002, 2003, 2004
Landis, Jayne .......................1996, 1997, 1998, 1999
LaPlume, Kelly......................1982, 1983, 1984, 1985
Lassen, Linda .......................1979, 1980, 1981, 1982
Leewens, emelie ............................1991, 1992, 1993
Letsche, Jennifer ......................................1978, 1979
Lewis, Sandra ...........................................1972, 1973
Livingston, Grier .................................................1965
Loeper, Sandy ......................1987, 1988, 1989, 1990
Lorenz, Kathy .......................1975, 1976, 1977, 1978
Luces, Yesenia .....................2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
M
mackessy, carly ..................................................2011  
MacGillivray, erin ................................................1986
Mandracchia, Melanie ........................................1989
Marcellus, Sue ......................1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
Margni, Lorena ...................................................2001
Martin, Jen ................................................2007, 2008
Massielo, Traci......................1990, 1991, 1992, 1993
Matson, Susan..........................................1982, 1983
McClatchey, Katie .................1985, 1986, 1987, 1988
McKeon, aisling ....................2007, 2008, 2009, 2010
McKie, Terri .........................................................1977
McKinney, Sue ................................1980, 1981, 1982
Menichini, deanna ..........................1997, 1998, 1999
Meyers, Christa ..............................1989, 1990, 1991
Meloy, Cathy .......................................................1983
Mikac, emily .........................2005, 2006, 2007, 2008
Moore, Caitlin .....................................................2008
Mueller, Saskia .....................2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Mulholland, Kathleen ............1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
Mulholland, Lorraine .............1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
Mullinix, Barb ........................1972, 1973, 1974, 1975




Napolitano, laura ......................... 2009, 2010, 2011
Nutter, Linda Claire ...............1970, 1971, 1972, 1973
O
O’Brien, Mary Kay ..........................1988, 1989, 1990
O’Connor, Theresa ...............1976, 1977, 1978, 1979
O’Malley, Michael .....................................2006, 2007
P
Palm, Melissa .......................2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Palumbo, Peggy ...................1958, 1959, 1960, 1961
Paris, Judy ................................................1978, 1979
Passen, Nina ............................................ 2010, 2011
Pastor-Pitarque, Paula ........................... 2010, 2011
Pederson, dawn ...................1992, 1993, 1994, 1995
Pickston, Belinda ............................1986, 1987, 1988
Podolec, Tiffani ...................................................1987
Pope, emily ..............................................2008, 2009
Porter, Bev ................................................1994, 1995
Prochaska, Karen ...........................1978, 1979, 1980
Q
queralt, Berta ..................................2009, 2010, 2011
Quintiliani, Lindsay ...............2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
R
Rago, Stacey ..................................1998, 1999, 2000
Rainey, Mary Kay .................1961, 1962, 1963, 1964
Rebstock, Christine ..............2001, 2002, 2003, 2004
Reedy, Kimberley .................1998, 1999, 2000, 2001
Rehmar, Janis.....................................................1976
Rhoades, Rachael ....................................1992, 1993
Ristas, ali ..............................2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Robinson, Camilla ................1996, 1997, 1998, 1999
Romeo, evelyn ...................................................2010
Rosenwinkel, Laura ..............2001, 2002, 2003, 2004
Rossi, Renee ..................................2003, 2004, 2005
Ruebman, Michelle ...............1999, 2000, 2001, 2002
Ruthardt, Linda .........................................1981, 1982
S
Sacher, Grace.......................1975, 1976, 1977, 1978
Schiavello, Marie ......................................1980, 1981
Schwartz, anna...................................................1998
Schwartz, Renee ................................................1984
Sciulli, Jenn .......................... 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
Senich, Beth .........................1985, 1986, 1987, 1988
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Senich, Tracey ......................1993, 1994, 1995, 1996
Shackleton, Sally ............................1977, 1978, 1979
Shaffer, Barbara ...................1947, 1948, 1949, 1950
shea, christina ....................................... 2010, 2011
Shepperd, Susan ............................1975, 1976, 1977
Sinkhorn, Kim .....................................................1978
Smith, Felicia ..................................1997, 1998, 1999
Solorzano, Mariana ........................2000, 2001, 2002
Stafford, Christine .................1990, 1991, 1992, 1993
Stephan, deborah ................1970, 1971, 1972, 1973
Stewart, Brenda ........................................1983, 1984
Stier, Florencia......................2003, 2004, 2005, 2006
Stock, aubrey .......................1997, 1998, 1999, 2000
Stone, Kathleen ........................................1983, 1984
Strapp, debra .....................................................1975
Strapp, Linda ..................................1980, 1981, 1982
Sullivan, ally .......................................................2007
Swart, Wietske..........................................1991, 1992
swartz, maria........................................... 2010, 2011
Szostak, Kathy......................1979, 1980, 1981, 1982
T
Taglianetti, Candace .................................1999, 2000
Tarazewich, Lynn ............................1979, 1980, 1981
Telepak, Carol.................................1953, 1954, 1955
Terwilliger, Kelly ....................2004, 2005, 2006, 2007
Thompson, Nikki ...................1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Todd, Stacey ...................................2000, 2001, 2002
Trainer, Cammie ...................2001, 2002, 2003, 2004
Tunitis, ally ........................... 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
Turner, Bonnie ......................1987, 1988, 1989, 1990
V
VandeCarr, Terri ...................1986, 1987, 1988, 1989
Van Kirk, Jennifer .................1999, 2000, 2001, 2002
van Nouhuys, Marije .............1998, 1999, 2000, 2001
van Ulden, Mieke ..................1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Varley, Jennifer .........................................1999, 2000
Vertone, donna.........................................1986, 1987
Vita, Jolyn .............................1965, 1966, 1967, 1968
Vlach, Charel ........................................................N/a
voelker, emma ........................................ 2010, 2011
Volk, Maryann ....................................................1956
W
wagner, kaitlyn ................................................... 2011
Walsh, Colleen ...............................1994, 1995, 1996
Walter, Virginia..........................................1966, 1967
Whittaker, aura .........................................1975, 1976
Williams, Lindsay ..................2002, 2003, 2004, 2005
Williams, Lisa ......................................................1976
Willis, Kim .................................................1985, 1986
Willson, Sue..........................1989, 1990, 1991, 1992
Wilson, ann...............................................1975, 1976
Woods, Kelly .............................................1998, 2000






H a L L  O F  Fa M E  i n D U C T E E S
vanESSa iMMORDinO
Class of 2009. Played 2000-03.
Three-time all-american Vanessa immordino finished 
her career in the Top 5 in the Buckeye record books in 
career points (127), career goals (52) and single-season 
points with 54 as a senior. She also was a three-time First 
Team all-Big Ten selection and a three-time First Team 
West Region all-american, as well as a 2003 Finalist for 
the Women’s National Field Hockey Player of the Year 
award. a four-time Big Ten Offensive Player of the Week, 
immordino was captain of the Buckeyes as a senior. She 
ended her career as one of five Ohio State players to 
record 100 career points after leading the team in goals 
three seasons. 
BRiTTa EiCkHOFF
Class of 2003. Played 1994-97.
Britta eickhoff sits at No. 2 in the Ohio State career 
record book with 170 points from 78 goals and and 
14 assists, sitting only behind Buckeye legend Sue 
Marcellus.  in 1997, eickhoff earned First Team america 
honors, becoming the first Buckeye to earn the highest 
selection since Marcellus last received the honor in 1979. 
a second-team all-american in 1996 as well, eickhoff led 
the Buckeyes in scoring her junior and senior season, 
posting 67 points (30 goals, 7 assists) in 1996 and 49 
points (23 goals 4 assists) in 1997. The two-time First 
Team all-West Region honoree owns three Top 10 Ohio 
State single season points record, including the third-best 
Buckeye single season effort coming in 1996 (67 points).
SUE MaRCELLUS
Class of 1996. Played 1976-79.
Regarded as Ohio State’s best field hockey player, Sue 
Marcellus is the only athlete in the program to have 
her number retired. While at OSU, she was the all-time 
leader in career goals (117), career points (254) and 
single-season points (82), earning all-america honors 
in 1977, 1978 and 1979. She was a member of the US 
National Team from 1977 to 1980 and member of the 
1980 US Olympic Team. 
E. TEMpLE MESSER-BaCkER
Class of 1997. attended Ohio State 1921-26.
(also lettered in softball)
although varsity sports didn’t exist for women in the 
1920s, e. Temple Messer-Baker participated in track 
and field, baseball, soccer and field hockey while a 
student at Ohio State. in 1925, she competed in the first 
women’s intercollegiate track meet held in Ohio Stadium. 
after graduating with a degree in education, she went 
on to serve as a player, teacher and coach. She played 
on the american Field Hockey team, coached boys 
basketball and served as president of the elk’s Ladies 
Golf association. 
BaRBaRa wETTERS-BLOSSER
Class of 1993. attended Ohio State 1971-75. (also 
lettered in basketball and tennis)
Three-sport star Barbara Wetters-Blosser competed 
in three national championship events in one year. a 
four-time Big Ten doubles champion, she was named 
to the 1971 Midwest Collegiate all-Star Field Hockey 
team. She also was captain of the basketball team as 
a freshman and sophomore. after leaving Ohio State, 
Wetters-Blosser served as an athletic administrator at 
William & Mary College.
pEggy paLUMBO
Class of 2005. attended Ohio State 1958-61. (also 
lettered in basketball)
a pioneer for women’s sports at Ohio State, Peggy 
Palumbo was a first-team all-Lake erie field hockey 
forward, as well as the captain of the unbeaten women’s 
basketball team in 1960-61. Palumbo, the second in her 
family to be inducted into the Hall of Fame, also served 
as the president of Ohio State Physical education 
association (1960-61). after leaving Ohio State, she 
spent 20 years coaching girls high school sports in 
Cleveland area (basketball: 1970-90; volleyball: 1974-76; 
track and field: 1971-77; softball: 1978-1982). 
OHiO STaTE COnFEREnCE HiSTORy
1981-1988: Ohio State competed in the Big Ten 
Conference; field hockey was eliminated in 1989 
when Purdue eliminated the sport.
1989-1991: Ohio State competed in the Midwest 
Collegiate Field Hockey Conference.
1992-Present: Ohio State competes in the Big Ten 
Conference; field hockey was reinstated in the con-
ference in 1992 when Penn State joined the Big Ten. 
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1971
(5-4-1 Overall) 
Head Coach – Mary Raysa
10/7 at Otterbein ...................W, 5-2
10/9 at denison ...................... L, 1-3
10/13 WiTTeNBeRG .............  W, 3-1
10/16 WOOSTeR ..................... L, 2-3
10/20 OHiO .............................. L, 1-2
10/23 at Muskingum ................. L, 1-4
10/30 at Miami (Ohio) ..............W, 5-3
11/3 OHiO WeSLeYaN ........W, 3-0
11/6 vs. Wooster 1 .................W, 2-0
11/6 vs. Ohio Wesleyan 1 ....... T, 2-2
1 Buckeye Tournament (Wooster)
1972 
(6-4-3 Overall) 
Head Coach – Mary Raysa
10/5 deNiSON ....................... T, 1-1
10/7 MUSKiNGUM ................. L, 0-1
10/14-15 vs. earlham 1 .................W, 2-0
10/14-15 vs. Kentucky 1 ................W, 2-1
10/14-15 vs. Southern illinois 1 .....W, 2-0
10/14-15 vs. eastern Michigan 1 .... L, 0-1
10/18 at Ohio University ........... T, 0-0
10/20 at Ohio Wesleyan ........... L, 3-4
10/26 at Wooster ...................... L, 1-3
10/27 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 3-1
10/28 at Wittenberg .................W, 1-0
11/4 vs. Ohio 2 ........................ T, 0-0
11/4 vs. Bowling Green 2 .......W, 1-0
1 College Weekend at Valley Farm Camp 




Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
10/12-14 College Weekend Tournament 
1  W
10/12-14 College Weekend Tournament 
1  W
10/12-14 College Weekend Tournament 
1  W
10/12-14 College Weekend Tournament 
1  L
10/15 OHiO WeSLeYaN ........W, 2-1
10/16 WiTTeNBeRG ............... T, 0-0
10/20 at Muskingum ................W, 4-0
10/23 WOOSTeR ....................W, 2-0
10/25-26 vs. Bowling Green 2 .......W, 2-0
10/25-26 vs. Miami (Ohio) 2 ..........W, 4-0
10/25-26 vs. Wittenberg 2 .............W, 2-1
10/25-26 vs. Ohio 2 .......................W, 2-1
10/31 at Miami (Ohio) ............... L, 0-2
11/7 OHiO .............................W, 2-0
1 College Weekend Tournament; 2 State 
Tournament at Berea (finished 1st)
1974 
(12-3-1 Overall) 
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
10/4-6 vs. Northern Michigan 1 .W, 3-0
10/4-6 vs. Western Michigan 1 ..W, 2-0
10/4-6 vs. Michigan State 1 .......W, 2-1
10/4-6 vs. indiana 1 ...................W, 2-0
10/8 MUSKiNGUM ................W, 6-0
10/16 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 4-0
10/17 OHiO WeSLeYaN ......... L, 1-2
10/19 BOWLiNG GReeN .......W, 2-0
10/21 at Wittenberg .................W, 2-0
10/24-25 vs. Cincinnati 2 ...............W, 3-1
10/24-25 vs. Wittenberg 2 .............W, 4-1
10/24-25 vs. denison2  .................. L, 0-1
10/29 at Wooster ...................... L, 1-4
11/2 vs. Ohio 3 .......................W, 2-1
11/2 vs. Wooster 3 .................. T, 0-0
11/6 at Ohio...........................W, 3-1
1  College Weekend Tournament; 2 State 
Tournament; 3 Buckeye Tournament
1975
(9-7 Overall) 
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
10/2 OHiO WeSLeYaN ......... L, 0-1
10/3-4 vs. Purdue 1 ...................W, 1-0
10/3-4 vs. Wisconsin 1 ..............W, 4-0
10/3-4 at indiana 1 ..................... L, 1-2
10/7 at Muskingum ................W, 1-0
10/11 at denison ...................... L, 0-1
10/14 KeNTUCKY ...................W, 3-0
10/16 WiTTeNBeRG ..............W, 2-0
10/18 at Bowling Green...........W, 2-0
10/21 WOOSTeR ..................... L, 0-2
10/21 at Marietta .....................W, 3-0
10/23-24 vs.Youngstown 2 ............W, 4-0
10/23-24 vs. Wooster 2 .....L, 1-1 (flickoff)
11/5 OHiO .............................W, 4-0
11/7-8 C. MiCHiGaN (lost on time) 2 L, 
0-0
11/7-8 eastern illinois 2 .............. L, 0-3
1 indiana invitational; 2 State Tournament
 
1976
(17-5 Overall)  
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
10/5 deNiSON ......................W, 4-1
10/7 MUSKiNGUM ................W, 9-0
10/12 at Kentucky ...................W, 4-0
10/15 vs. Michigan State 1 ........ L, 1-3
10/16 at indiana 1 ....................W, 4-1
10/16 vs. Purdue 1 ...................W, 2-0
10/18 at Wooster .....................W, 3-1
10/23 KeNYON .......................W, 5-0
10/26 MaRieTTa ....................W, 2-0
10/29 vs. ashland 2 ..................W, 5-0
10/29 vs. dayton 2 ...................W, 4-0
10/30 vs. Wooster 2 .................W, 2-1
10/30 at Ohio Wesleyan 2 ........W, 3-1
11/2 at Wittenberg .................W, 4-0
11/4 at Ohio............................ L, 1-2
11/6 BOWLiNG GReeN .......W, 6-0
11/12 vs. Southern illinois 3 .....W, 1-0
11/12 vs. Northern Michigan 3 .W, 4-3
11/13 vs. Central Michigan 3 .... L, 1-2
11/24 vs. Bemidji State 4 .........W, 2-0
11/25 vs. Ursinus 4 ................... L, 0-5
11/25 vs. Central Missouri State 4 .. L, 
0-2
1 indiana invitational (finished 3rd); 2 
OaiSW Championship; 3 MaiaW Cham-
pionship; 4 USFHa/aiaW Championship
1977 
(11-3-2 Overall) 
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/30-10/1 ............................. at indiana 1 
T, 1-1
9/30-10/1 ..........................vs. St. Louis 1 
T, 2-2
9/30-10/1 ......................... vs. Michigan 1 
W, 2-0
10/4 at denison ...................... L, 1-3
10/6 at Muskingum ................W, 2-0
10/8 at Penn State ................. L, 1-5
10/9 at Kentucky ...................W, 4-1
10/14-15 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN 2 W, 2-1
10/14-15 ST. LOUiS 2 ...................W, 2-0
10/17 WOOSTeR ....................W, 1-0
10/19 OHiO WeSLeYaN ........W, 2-0
10/22 at Kenyon ......................W, 2-1
10/28 vs. dayton 3 .................... L, 1-2
11/1 WiTTeNBeRG ..............W, 4-0
11/3 OHiO .............................W, 4-0
11/5 at Bowling Green...........W, 3-1
1 indiana invitational (finished 1st); 2 




Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
10/3 denison .........................W, 3-0
10/6 Longwood....................... T, 1-1
10/7 Lock Haven State ........... L, 1-2
10/7 James Madison .............. L, 1-3
10/8 William and Mary ............ L, 2-3
10/13 indiana ..........................W, 7-1
10/14 Penn State ..................... T, 2-2
10/14 Central Michigan ...........W, 3-0
10/21 Wooster .........................W, 1-0
10/27 davis and elkins............W, 4-0
10/28 Ohio................................ L, 2-3
10/28 Bowling Green...............W, 6-0
10/31 Ohio...............................W, 4-3
11/3-4 Wittenberg .....................W, 1-0
11/3 Kenyon 1 ........................W, 4-0
11/4 Bowling Green 1 ............W, 1-0
11/4 Kent State1  ..................W,  5-1
11/10 Wisconsin-LaCrosse 2 ...W, 3-1
11/10 Southern illinois 2 ........... L, 2-3
11/11 Michigan State 2 ............W, 3-2




Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/27 NORTHWeSTeRN .......W, 6-0
9/28-29 vs. indiana 1 ...................W, 1-0
9/28-29 vs. Purdue 1 ...................W, 3-2
9/28-29 vs. St. Louis 1 ................. L, 0-2
10/2 at denison .....................W, 4-0
10/6-7 at Penn State ................. L, 0-7
10/6-7 at Lock Haven State ....... T, 1-1
10/11 LONGWOOd ................W, 5-0
10/12 iNdiaNa STaTe ............. T, 0-0
10/13 PURdUe .......................W, 2-1
10/15 WiTTeNBeRG ............W, 12-0
10/17 at Kenyon ......................W, 2-0
10/23 at Bowling Green...........W, 5-0
10/25 OHiO .............................W, 4-0
10/27-28 at Maryland .................... L, 0-1
10/27-28 at William and Mary ........ L, 0-3
10/27-28 at Rutgers......................W, 1-0
11/3 vs. Ohio 2 ..L, 3-2 (2OT, flickoff)
11/3 vs. Kent State 2 ..............W, 1-0




Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/19-21 vs. iowa 1 ....................... L , 0-1
9/19-21 vs. Wisconsin-LaCrosse 1 ... W, 
3-2
9/19-21 vs. Western illinois 1 ....... L, 1-2
9/19-21 vs. St. Louis 1 ................. L, 0-5
9/25 at Wittenberg .................. L, 1-2
9/27 at Purdue........................ T, 3-3
9/30 at Kent State .................W, 2-0
10/3 vs. Lock Haven State 2 ... L, 0-2
10/4 vs. James Madison 2 .....W, 1-0
10/4 vs. Wash., d.C. Hockey Club 2  
W, 2-0
10/5 vs. William and Mary ...... L, 1-5
10/8 deNiSON ......................W, 3-2
10/11 iNdiaNa 3 ......................W, 2-0
10/12 PeNN STaTe 3 ............... T, 1-1
10/14 vs. davis and elkins ....... L, 0-3
10/16 KeNYON .......................W, 2-0
10/18 at Ohio...........................W, 4-1
10/21 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 4-1
10/24 BOWLiNG GReeN .......W, 5-0
10/29 at Wooster .....................W, 2-0
10/31 vs. Ohio 4 .......................W, 1-0
10/31 vs. Miami (Ohio) 4 ...L, 1-2 (OT)
11/7 vs. Michigan State 5 ........ L, 0-1
1 iowa invitational; 2 James Madison in-
vitational; 3 OSU invitational; 4 OaiSW 
Championship; 5 MaiaW Championship
1981
(12-18 Overall)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/12 vs. delaware 1 ................ L, 0-5
9/13 vs. Virginia 1 ................... L, 0-4
9/14 at Smith .......................... L, 1-2
9/15 at Massachusetts ........... L, 0-3
9/16 at Springfield .................. L, 1-4
9/19 at Trenton State.............. L, 0-2
9/24 WiTTeNBeRG ..............W, 8-2
9/26-27 vs. Michigan State 2 L, 0-1 (OT)
9/26-27 vs. eastern illinois 2 .......W, 4-1
9/26-27 vs. Central Michigan 2 ...W, 3-2 
(OT)
9/26-27 at indiana 2 ....................W, 2-1
9/29 KeNT STaTe .................W, 1-0
10/1 OHiO .............................W, 4-1
10/10-11 JaMeS MadiSON 3 ......W, 3-1
10/10-11 PURdUe 3 ...................... L, 1-2
10/10-11 eaSTeRN KeNTUCKY 3  .... L, 
0-1
10/10-11 NORTHWeSTeRN 3 ...... L, 1-3
10/13 at Kenyon ......................W, 3-1
10/16 vs. Purdue 4 .................... L, 0-2
10/18 vs. Michigan State 4 ........ L, 0-3
10/18 vs. Minnesota 4 ..............W, 1-0
10/20 vs. Miami ........................ L, 0-1
10/23 iOWa .............................. L, 0-2
10/25 daViS aNd eLKiNS ...... L, 0-1
10/27 WOOSTeR ....................W, 3-0
10/29 at Penn State ................. L, 0-7
10/31 vs. Kent State 5 ..............W, 1-0
10/31 vs. Miami 5 .............W, 2-1 (OT)
11/6 vs. indiana State 6 ..L, 0-1 (OT)
1 Connecticut invitational; 2 indiana invi-
tational 
1982
(8-10 Overall, 1-4 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/10 at Virginia ....................... L, 0-2
9/11 at William and Mary ........ L, 1-2
9/18 PeNN STaTe ................. L, 0-2
9/28 at Kent State .................W, 3-0
10/3 at Michigan State • ........W, 2-1
10/5 deNiSON ......................W, 6-1
10/8 at Purdue • ..................... L, 0-1
10/12 at Ohio............................ L, 1-3
10/14 KeNYON .......................W, 3-0
10/16 vs iowa • ......................... L, 0-4
10/17 at Michigan • .................. L, 1-3
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10/19 MiaMi (Ohio) .................W, 3-0
10/22 eaSTeRN KeNTUCKY .W, 2-0
10/23 daViS aNd eLKiNS ...... L, 0-1
10/24 daYTON .......................W, 1-0
10/27 at Wooster ...................... L, 0-1
10/29 iNdiaNa STaTe ....W, 2-1 (OT)
11/6 at Northwestern • ........... L, 0-3
1983
(5-16-4 Overall, 2-8 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/11 at Penn State ................. L, 0-2
9/14 at Springfield .........W, 2-1 (OT)
9/15 at Massachusetts ........... L, 0-1
9/17 at Trenton State.............. L, 0-1
9/23 iOWa• ............................ L, 1-4
9/25 MiCHiGaN STaTe• W, 2-1 (OT)
9/27 KeNT STaTe .................W, 5-1
9/29 BaLL STaTe .................. L, 0-1
10/3 at denison .....................W, 2-1
10/5 at Purdue• ...................... L, 0-1
10/7 vs. Richmond .........T, 1-1 (OT)
10/8 at James Madison .......... L, 0-1
10/8 vs. Lock Haven............... L, 0-2
10/9 vs. ithaca ........................ L, 0-3
10/12 OHiO ......................T, 1-1 (OT)
10/14 MiCHiGaN• .................... L, 1-2
10/15 at Kenyon ...............T, 2-2 (OT)
10/16 NORTHWeSTeRN• ....... L, 0-2
10/22 vs. Northwestern• ........... L, 0-2
10/23 at Michigan State• .W, 4-3 (OT)
10/26 WOOSTeR .............T, 0-0 (OT)
10/29 vs. iowa• ......................... L, 0-5
10/30 at Michigan• ................... L, 1-2
11/1 at Miami (Ohio) ......L, 0-1, (OT)
11/3 PURdUe• ....................... L, 0-1
1984
(8-13-3 Overall, 4-4-2 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
9/8-9 at Connecticut ................ L, 1-3
9/8-9 vs. Vermont ...................W, 2-1
9/12 at William and Mary ........ L, 1-2
9/14 at Old dominion ........... L, 0-10
9/15 vs. Maryland ................... L, 0-4
9/18 at Kent State .................. L, 1-2
9/23 deNiSON ...............T, 2-2 (OT)
9/25 at Toledo ......................... L, 1-2
9/28 at Purdue • .............T, 1-1 (OT)
9/29 vs. Northern illinois........W, 1-0
10/2 vs. Ball State .................. L, 0-3
10/5 MiCHiGaN • ..................W, 1-0
10/6 daViS aNd eLKiNS .....W, 1-0
10/7 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... L, 0-3
10/10 at Ohio............................ L, 1-2
10/12 at iowa • ......................... L, 0-2
10/13 vs. Michigan State • ......W, 2-0
10/16 MiaMi (Ohio) .................W, 2-1
10/19 iOWa • ............................ L, 1-5
10/20 PeNN STaTe ................. L, 0-2
10/21 MiCHiGaN • ..................W, 3-0
10/28 PURdUe • ..............T, 0-0 (OT)
11/2 at Northwestern • ........... L, 0-3
11/3 vs. Michigan State • ......W, 1-0
1985
(9-9-2 Overall, 4-4-2 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
Captains – Mary Brainard, Kelly 
LaPlume, Siobhan Kelly
9/10 at West Chester State .... L, 0-3
9/13 at Springfield College ..... L, 0-2
9/15 at Penn State ................. L, 0-6
9/20 vs. Southwest Missouri .W, 3-2
9/21 vs. Southern illinois ........ L, 1-3
9/27 at Purdue• ............T, 0-0 (2OT)
9/28 vs. Notre dame .............W, 2-0
10/1 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 1-0
10/4 iOWa • ............................ L, 0-3
10/5 LOCK HaVeN ................ L, 1-2
10/6 MiCHiGaN • ..................W, 2-1
10/11 at iowa • ......................... L, 1-6
10/12 vs. Michigan State • ......W, 2-0
10/13 vs. St. Louis...................W, 2-1
10/18 at Michigan • .................W, 3-0
10/19 vs. Northwestern • .......... L, 0-5
10/22 TOLedO .......................W, 3-1
10/27 PURdUe • ............T, 0-0 (2OT)
11/1 at Northwestern • ........... L, 1-2
11/2 vs. Michigan State • ......W, 1-0
 
1986
(3-12-5 Overall, 0-7-3 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – Harriet Reynolds
Captains – Kim Hall, Kathleen Mulhol-
land
9/9 at California .................... L, 0-5
9/11 at Stanford...................... L, 0-2
9/13 at San Jose State ...T, 1-1 (OT)
9/15 at Chico State.........T, 0-0 (OT)
9/17 at Pacific......................... L, 3-4
9/26 iOWa • ............................ L, 0-3
9/27 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 3-0
9/28 MiCHiGaN • ...........T, 2-2 (OT)
10/3 at Michigan • .................. L, 0-3
10/4 vs. Northwestern • T, 0-0 (2OT)
10/10 at Michigan State • ......... L, 2-4
10/11 vs. Northwestern • .......... L, 0-6
10/14 BaLL STaTe .................. L, 0-3
10/17 PURdUe • ...................... L, 0-2
10/18 JaMeS MadiSON ......... L, 0-5
10/19 daViS aNd eLKiNS .....W, 2-0
10/25 at Purdue • ..................... L, 0-2
10/26 TOLedO .......................W, 3-0
11/1 vs. iowa • ........................ L, 0-6
11/2 at Michigan State • .T, 1-1 (OT)
1987
(5-12-2 Overall, 1-8-1 Big Ten/6th)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
9/11 at Virginia ....................... L, 1-2
9/13 at Richmond ..................W, 3-2
9/16 at Ball State .................... L, 0-1
9/25 vs. Southern illinois .......W, 2-0
9/26 at Miami (Ohio) .....T, 0-0 (2OT)
10/2 MiCHiGaN STaTe • L, 1-2 (OT)
10/3 PeNN STaTe ................. L, 1-3
10/4 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... L, 0-3
10/9 at iowa • ......................... L, 0-8
10/10 vs. Michigan State • ......W, 4-0
10/11 vs. St. Louis.........W, 2-1 (2OT)
10/16 at Purdue• ...................... L, 0-2
10/17 vs. Northern illinois........W, 3-2
10/23 PURdUe • ...................... T, 3-3
10/25 LOCK HaVeN ................ L, 1-4
10/30 at Northwestern • ........... L, 1-7
10/31 vs. Michigan • ................. L, 2-8
11/6 at iowa • ....................... L, 1-10
11/7 vs. Michigan • ................. L, 1-2
1988
(4-12-5 Overall, 2-4-2 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Beth Senich, Katie Mc-
Clatchey
9/9 at St. Joseph’s  ............... L, 1-2
9/10 at Lehigh ........................ L, 0-4
9/12 at Rutgers....................... L, 0-1
9/14 at Lock Haven ......T, 2-2 (2OT)
9/15 at Penn State ................. L, 1-5
9/23 BaLL STaTe .................. L, 0-2
9/24 JaMeS MadiSON ......... L, 1-4
9/25 daViS aNd eLKiNS .....W, 2-1
9/28 KeNT STaTe  ................W, 3-2
10/1 vs. Southwest Missouri State L, 
0-2
10/2 at St. Louis ...........T, 2-2 (2OT)
10/8 vs. iowa • ........................ L, 1-6
10/9 at Michigan State • T, 2-2 (2OT)
10/12 at Miami (Ohio) ............... L, 1-2
10/20 Va. COMMONWeaLTH . T, 2-2 
(2OT)
10/21 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ......W, 2-1
10/23 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... L, 0-4
10/29 vs. iowa • ........................ L, 0-4
10/30 at Michigan • ........T, 0-0 (2OT)
11/4 at Northwestern • ........... L, 0-3
11/5 vs. Michigan • ................W, 1-0
1989
(7-11 Overall, 2-8 MCC/6th)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
9/1 LOUiSViLLe..................W, 5-0
9/6 OHiO .............................W, 6-0
9/8 SW MiSSOURi STaTe .. L, 0-1
9/9 LOCK HaVeN ...............W, 4-1
9/10 ViRGiNia ........................ L, 1-3
9/14 at Toledo ........................W, 3-2
9/22 at Northern illinois •• ....... L, 0-2
9/23 vs. Northwestern •• ......... L, 0-4
9/29 vs. Central Michigan....... L, 1-3
9/30 at Michigan •• ................. L, 2-5
10/7 at iowa •• ........................ L, 0-4
10/8 at Michigan State •• ........ L, 0-2
10/17 MiaMi (OHiO) ...............W, 1-0
10/20 at Northwestern •• .......... L, 1-3
10/21 vs. Michigan State •• .....W, 2-1
10/28 MiCHiGaN •• .................. L, 0-3
11/3 iOWa •• .......................... L, 1-7
11/5 NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS •• W, 1-0
•• Midwest Collegiate Conference Game
1990
(6-11-2 Overall, 4-6 MCC/T-3rd)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Sandy Loeper, 
 Mary Kay O’Brien, Bonnie Turner
9/5 LOUiSViLLe..................W, 3-0
9/7 at James Madison T, 1-1 (2OT)
9/9 vs. Va. Commonwealth .. T, 2-2 
(2OT)
9/13 at Central Michigan ........ L, 1-4
9/15 vs. iowa •• ...................... L, 0-4
9/16 at Michigan State •• .......W, 3-0
9/22 vs. Northern illinois •• ..... L, 1-2
9/23 at Northwestern •• .......... L, 0-6
9/29 vs. St. Louis...................W, 1-0
9/30 at iowa •• ........................ L, 0-3
10/5 MiCHiGaN STaTe •• .....W, 4-1
10/7 NORTHWeSTeRN •• ..... L, 1-4
10/12 MiCHiGaN •• ..........L, 2-3 (OT)
10/14 WiLLiaM aNd MaRY ..... L, 1-2 
(2OT)
10/19 NORTHeRN iLLiNOiS •• W, 3-2
10/21 TOLedO ................L, 1-2 (OT)
10/27 vs. Maine ........................ L, 1-4
10/28 at Springfield .................. L, 1-3
11/1 at Michigan •• ................W, 1-0
•• Midwest Collegiate Conference Game
1991
(14-6-1 Overall, 6-3-1 MCC/T-2nd)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Kim Bush, Sue Carr
9/7 JaMeS MadiSON ......... L, 0-1
9/13 at William and Mary ........ L, 1-2
9/14 vs. duke ......................... L, 4-0
9/21 at Villanova ....................W, 1-0
9/22 at St. Joseph’s ................ L, 1-4
9/27 iOWa •• .......................... L, 1-4
9/29 MiCHiGaN STaTe •• .....W, 5-0
10/1 LOUiSViLLe..................W, 5-0
10/6 MiCHiGaN •• .................W, 2-1
10/6 eaSTeRN KeNTUCKY .W, 8-0
10/12 vs. Northern illinois •• ....W, 2-1
10/13 at Northwestern •• .......... L, 0-2
10/19 RadFORd ............W, 3-2 (OT)
10/20 at Miami (Ohio) ..............W, 2-1
10/26 vs. Michigan State •• T, 1-1 (OT)
10/27 at Northern illinois •• ......W, 2-0
10/31 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ..W, 6-2
11/2 MaiNe ...........................W, 4-1
11/3 at Michigan •• ........W, 3-2 (OT)
11/8 iOWa •• .......................... L, 0-1
11/10 NORTHWeSTeRN •• ....W, 2-1
•• Midwest Collegiate Conference Game
1992 
(8-10 Overall, 4-6 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Sheila Burke, Fran dorando
9/12 vs. Maine ....................... W, 4-0
9/13 vs. duke ...........................L, 1-2
9/18 at Michigan State • ......... W, 4-1
9/19 at Central Michigan ........ W, 4-0
9/25 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 3-0
9/27 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 1-2
9/29 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 4-0
10/2 at Penn State • .................L, 0-4
10/3 vs. iowa • .........................L, 2-6
10/9 CaLiFORNia ...................L, 1-2
10/11 ViRGiNia .........................L, 2-3
10/12 PROVideNCe .................L, 1-3
10/20 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 2-0
10/23 MiCHiGaN • .................. W, 3-0
10/25 NORTHWeSTeRN • ........L, 2-4
10/31 at iowa • ...........................L, 1-4
11/6 at Penn State • .................L, 1-3
11/7 vs. Northwestern • ......... W, 1-0
1993
(8-12 Overall, 3-7 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Fran dorando, Traci Mass-
ielo
9/4 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 8-0
9/6 SYRaCUSe ............ L, 1-2 (OT)
9/10 at Providence ...................L, 0-1
9/12 at Springfield .................. W, 3-2
9/13 at New Hampshire ...........L, 0-3
9/18 daRTMOUTH ................ W, 1-0
9/19 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 1-0
9/26 OHiO  ............................ W, 3-0
10/2 vs. Michigan State • ....... W, 1-0
10/3 at Northwestern • .............L, 0-2
10/7 STaNFORd .....................L, 0-1
10/8 JaMeS MadiSON ...........L, 0-3
10/10 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-4
10/15 at Michigan • ..........W, 2-1 (OT)
10/16 vs. iowa • ................ L, 0-1 (OT)
10/22 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 0-2
10/24 NORTHWeSTeRN • ........L, 1-3
10/31 at Penn State • .................L, 0-4
11/5 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 1-0
11/7 vs. iowa • .........................L, 0-5
1994
(14-7 Overall, 5-5 Big Ten/4th)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Cori Buck, emelie Leewens
9/3 ViRGiNia ...............W, 3-2 (OT)
9/5 NeW HaMPSHiRe ........ W, 2-1
9/10 BaLL STaTe .................. W, 2-1
2 0 1 2  f i e l d  h o c k e y M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
2 6
R E S U LT S  B y  S E a S O n
9/15 at La Salle ...................... W, 3-0
9/18 at Temple ....................... W, 3-1
9/23 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 3-1
9/25 PeNN STaTe• ........ L, 0-1 (OT)
9/30 at Michigan • .................. W, 3-0
10/2 at Michigan State • ......... W, 3-0
10/5 LOUiSViLLe ................ W, 10-1
10/7 NORTHWeSTeRN • ........L, 1-2
10/9 iOWa • ...................W, 2-1 (OT)
10/14 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 3-4
10/16 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 2-1
10/18 OHiO ............................. W, 9-0
10/23 at Penn State • ............... W, 4-1
10/28 at iowa • ...........................L, 0-6
10/30 at Northwestern • .............L, 0-1
11/4 vs. Michigan 1 ................ W, 3-1
11/5 vs. Northwestern 1 ...........L, 1-2
11/10 at Ball State 2 ...................L, 0-3
1 Big Ten Championship in Columbus, 
Ohio; 2 NCaa First Round (Muncie, ind.)
 
1995
(10-9 Overall, 3-7 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – Karen Weaver
Captains – Cori Buck, Britta eickhoff
9/8 at Villanova .................... W, 3-1
9/10 at New Hampshire ......... W, 3-2
9/13 at Syracuse .................... W, 2-1
9/15 at Northeastern ................L, 2-3
9/22 iOWa • .............................L, 0-1
9/24 NORTHWeSTeRN • ........L, 1-2
10/1 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-4
10/4 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 6-0
10/6 at Michigan State • ......... W, 1-0
10/8 at Michigan • ....................L, 0-3
10/11 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 6-1
10/15 at Penn State • ............... W, 2-1
10/20 at Northwestern • .............L, 3-4
10/22 at iowa • ...........................L, 0-3
10/25 KeNT ............................. W, 5-1
10/27 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 0-1
10/29 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 3-2
11/3 vs. Michigan 1 ................ W, 3-1
11/4 vs. iowa 1 ................ L, 1-2 (OT)
1 Big Ten Championship in State College, 
Pa.
1996 
(13-7 Overall, 6-4 Big Ten/T-2nd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Nikki Thompson, Tracey 
Senich
9/7 Va. COMMONWeaLTH . W, 9-1 
9/9 at Old dominion ...............L, 1-3
9/14 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 6-3
9/17 at Princeton .....................L, 0-2
9/19 at Rutgers ...................... W, 2-0
9/27 at Michigan • .................. W, 3-2
9/29 at Michigan State • ......... W, 3-0
10/2 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 6-1
10/4 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 3-1
10/6 iOWa • .............................L, 1-3
10/8 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 4-2
10/13 PeNN STaTe • .............. W, 2-1
10/18 at iowa • ...........................L, 2-3
10/20 at Northwestern • ........... W, 2-1
10/25 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 2-1
10/26 PaCiFiC ......................... W, 5-1
10/27 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 2-3
10/30 at Kent ........................... W, 7-1
11/3 at Penn State • .................L, 0-4
11/9 vs. Penn State 1  ..............L, 1-3
1 Big Ten Championship in evanston, ill.
1997
(11-9 Overall, 6-4 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Nicole Hart, Nikki Thompson
9/5 at Central Michigan ........ W, 5-2
9/7 vs. North Carolina ............L, 0-3
9/13 RadFORd ..................... W, 5-0
9/18 at Northeastern ................L, 0-6
9/20 at Boston University .........L, 0-1
9/28 at Penn State • .................L, 1-2
10/1 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 4-0
10/3 at iowa • .................. L, 3-4 (OT)
10/5 at Northwestern • ........... W, 1-0
10/8 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 3-1
10/10 MiCHiGaN • ..........W, 2-1 (OT)
10/12 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 5-1
10/19 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 0-3
10/24 at Michigan State • ......... W, 3-1
10/26 at Michigan • ........... L, 2-3 (OT)
10/29 KeNT ...............................L, 1-2
10/31 iOWa • ...................W, 4-3 (OT)
11/2 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 6-1
11/7 vs. Northwestern 1 ......... W, 1-0
11/8 vs. Michigan 1 ..................L, 1-3
1 Big Ten Championship in iowa City, 
iowa
1998
(12-8 Overall, 5-5 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Kate Brown, Camilla Rob-
inson
9/2 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 5-0
9/5 vs. Virginia .......................L, 1-3
9/7 at St. Louis ..................... W, 6-0
9/19 at St. Joseph’s ............... W, 2-1
9/20 at Temple ....................... W, 3-2
9/25 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 3-2
9/27 iOWa • ...................W, 1-0 (OT)
9/30 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 4-1
10/4 PeNN STaTe • .............. W, 1-0
10/9 at Michigan • ....................L, 0-1
10/11 at Michigan State • ...........L, 0-2
10/14 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 2-1
10/16 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-1
10/18 at iowa • ...........................L, 1-6
10/23 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 2-1
10/25 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 1-3
10/28 at Kent .............................L, 2-5
11/1 at Penn State • .................L, 0-2
11/6-8 vs. Northwestern 1 ......... W, 1-0
11/6-8 vs. Michigan 1 ..................L, 0-2
1 Big Ten Championship in east Lansing, 
Mich.
1999
(12-7 Overall, 4-6 Big Ten/4th)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Jayne Landis, aubrey Stock
8/28 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 3-1
8/30 KeNT STaTe ................. W, 3-0
9/1 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 4-1
9/9 at James Madison ......... W, 4-3
9/14 at Central Michigan ........ W, 9-0
9/17 BOSTON COLLeGe...... W, 3-2 
(OT)
9/18 RadFORd ..................... W, 3-0
9/24 at iowa • ...........................L, 1-6
9/26 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-2
10/1 MiCHiGaN • ....................L, 2-3
10/3 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 3-1
10/10 at Penn State • .................L, 1-2
10/15 iOWa • .............................L, 2-3
10/17 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 3-2 
(OT)
10/24 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-4
10/29 at Michigan State • ......... W, 3-2
10/31 at Michigan • ....................L, 1-4
11/5 MiCHiGaN STaTe 1 ...... W, 1-0 
(OT)
11/6 iOWa 1 .............................L, 0-3
1 Big Ten Championship in Columbus, 
Ohio
2000 
(12-8 Overall, 3-3 Big Ten/T-3rd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Haley Fox, diana Kuser, 
aubrey Stock
8/26 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 2-1
8/27 SW MiSSOURi STaTe .. W, 6-0
8/30 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 9-0
9/3 vs. Stanford ................... W, 1-0
9/4 vs. Virginia ......................L,  0-2
9/9 JaMeS MadiSON ...........L, 2-4
9/13 vs. albany ...................... W, 4-0
9/15 at Fairfield ...................... W, 3-2
9/17 at Connecticut ..................L, 0-3
9/21 BaLL STaTe .................. W, 1-0
9/24 at Michigan • ....................L, 1-2
9/29 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 2-1
10/8 at iowa • ...........................L, 1-2
10/13 at indiana • .......................L, 0-8
10/17 at Kent .............................L, 3-4
10/20 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 3-2
10/24 at Ohio ........................... W, 4-1
10/28 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-2
11/3 vs. Northwestern 1 ......... W, 1-0
11/4 at Michigan 1 ....................L, 1-2




(15-5 Overall, 5-1 Big Ten/T-1st)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – allison Blanton, diana Kuser 
9/1 KeNT STaTe ................. W, 3-2
9/3 SW MiSSOURi STaTe .. W, 1-0
9/8 vs. drexel 1 .............W, 2-1 (OT)
9/9 at Pennsylvania ............. W, 4-0
9/15 LOUiSViLLe ........ L,  3-4 (2OT)
9/16 at Penn State • ............... W, 2-1
9/17 iOWa • ........................... W, 4-1
9/21 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-1
9/23 OHiO ............................. W, 3-2
9/28 at Richmond .................. W, 4-0
10/2 at Virginia .........................L, 1-2
10/6 MiCHiGaN • .................. W, 2-1
10/7 CaLiFORNia .......... L, 4-5 (OT)
10/12 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 3-1
10/13 at Michigan State • ...........L, 1-2
10/16 iNdiaNa • ...................... W, 3-0
10/20 vs. indiana 2.................... W, 5-0
10/23 vs. Michigan 2 ................ W, 3-0
10/26 vs. iowa 2 ....................... W, 2-1
11/2 vs. Virginia 3 ............ L, 1-2 (OT)
1 in Philadelphia, Pa.; 2 Big Ten Cham-
pionship in evanston, ill. - Tournament 
champions; 3  NCaa First Round (Win-
ston-Salem, N.C.)
2002
(8-10 Overall, 2-4 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – McKenzie Hufford, 
Jennifer Van Kirk 
8/31 at Stanford .............. L, 0-1 (OT)
9/1 vs. Pacific 1 ..................... W, 3-0
9/3 at California ...........W, 1-0 (OT)
9/11 at Kent .............................L, 1-3
9/13 vs. Villanova.................. W,  6-2
9/15 at Syracuse ............. L, 0-1 (OT)
9/18 at Louisville ......................L, 0-2
9/22 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 4-0
9/27 MiCHiGaN• .....................L, 1-4
10/1 at Ohio .............................L, 1-4
10/5 at indiana .........................L, 2-3
10/11 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 3-0
10/19 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-3
10/22 BaLL STaTe ........W, 3-2 (2OT)
10/27 at iowa • ...............W, 1-0 (2OT)
11/2 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ........L, 1-5
11/8 vs. iowa 2 ....................... W, 2-0
11/9 vs. Michigan 2 ..................L, 2-3
1 in Stanford, Calif.; 2 Big Ten Champion-
ship in Columbus, Ohio
2003
(13-7 Overall, 4-2 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Lucy Clayton, Jenee doto, 
Vanessa immordino
8/30 at California .....................L, 1-6
8/31 vs. Pacific 1 .................... W, 3-1
9/2 at Stanford .......................L, 2-3
9/6 KeNT STaTe ................. W, 6-2
9/7 RaNdFORd .................. W, 3-0
9/16 OHiO .....................W, 3-2 (OT)
9/20 LOUiSViLLe ........... L, 2-3 (OT)
9/21 SW MiSSOURi STaTe .. W, 8-1
9/28 at Northwestern • ...W, 1-0 (OT)
10/4 vs. Maine 2 .............W, 2-1 (OT)
10/5 at Maryland ......................L, 1-3
10/8 at Ball State ................... W, 5-2
10/10 at Penn State • .................L, 2-3
10/17 iOWa • ........................... W, 2-1
10/21 at Miami (Ohio) .............. W, 8-0
10/25 iNdiaNa • ............W, 2-1 (2OT)
10/26 MiCHiGaN • .................. W, 2-1
10/31 at Michigan State • ...........L, 0-5
11/7 vs. Northwestern 3  ........ W, 3-2
11/8 vs. Michigan State 3  ........L, 0-3
1 Stanford, Calif.; 2 College Park, Md.; 3 
Big Ten Championship in State College, 
Pa. 
2004 
(10-10 Overall, 1-5 Big Ten/6th)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Saskia Mueller, 
Laura Rosenwinkel
8/20 at Maine ................ L, 1-2 (3OT)
8/30 vs. Vermont  1 ................. W, 4-2
9/3 at Wake Forest ................L, 0-6
9/7 at Kent State .................. W, 3-1
9/10 MiaMi ............................ W, 4-0
9/19 BaLL STaTe  .......W, 2-1 (2OT)
9/25 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 1-3
9/28 at Louisville ..........W, 5-4 (3OT)
10/2 MiCHiGaN STaTe • L, 2-3 (OT)
10/3 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN .....L, 1-2
10/5 at Ohio ........................... W, 2-1
10/9 at iowa • ...........................L, 0-2 
10/10 vs. Pacific 2 .................... W, 2-0
10/16 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 4-2
10/23 at Michigan • ....................L, 0-1
10/24 vs. California 3 ..................L, 2-4
10/29 at indiana • .......................L, 1-3
2 0 1 2  f i e l d  h o c k e y M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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10/30 vs. St. Louis 4 ................. W, 5-1
11/5 vs. Penn State 5 ............. W, 3-2
11/6 vs. Michigan 5 ..................L, 0-5
1 durham, N.H.; 2 iowa City, iowa; 3 ann 
arbor, Mich.; 4 Bloomington, ind.; 5 Big 
Ten Tournament, evanston, ill. 
2005 
(15-7 Overall, 3-3-0 Big Ten/3rd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Jessica Gofgosky, Lauren 
Kruse
8/29 MaRYLaNd .....................L, 1-2
9/3 vs. Richmond  1............... W, 3-1 
9/4 vs. duke 1 .........................L, 1-3
9/09 aLBaNY......................... W, 4-1
9/11 MaiNe ........................... W, 6-0
9/14 LOUiSViLLe ..........W, 4-3 (OT)
9/17 SW MiSSOURi STaTe .. W, 2-0
9/20 at Ball State ................... W, 6-1
9/23 MiCHiGaN • .................. W, 6-1
9/25 iOWa • ........................... W, 4-2
9/28 OHiO ............................. W, 4-0
10/1 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-2
10/5 at Miami (Ohio) ......W, 3-2 (OT)
10/11 KeNT ............................. W, 4-2
10/14 iNdiaNa • ........................L, 1-2
10/16 CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 6-1
10/22 at Penn State • .................L, 0-2
10/23 at Lock Haven ................ W, 4-2
10/29 at Michigan State • ...........L, 2-3
11/4 vs. Michigan State 2 ....... W, 0-1
11/5 vs. indiana 2 .....................L, 1-3
11/12 vs. Old dominion 3 ...........L, 5-4
1 Blue Hen Classic (Newark, del.); 2 Big 
Ten Championship in iowa City, iowa; 3 
NCaa First Round (Columbus, Ohio)
2006
(15-4 Overall, 5-1 Big Ten/1st)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Jessica Gofgosky, 
Florencia Stier
8/26 at Boston College .......... W, 4-2
9/2 at delaware 1 .................. W, 2-1
9/3 vs. Pennsylvania 1 .......... W, 4-0
9/10 PaCiFiC ......................... W, 6-2
9/13 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 6-0
9/19 at Ohio ........................... W, 6-1
9/24 at iowa • .................W, 4-3 (OT)
9/27 BaLL STaTe .................. W, 7-0
10/1 at indiana • .......................L, 1-2
10/6 at Wake Forest ................L, 0-1
10/8 Penn State • ...........W, 4-3 (OT)
10/11 at Louisville ............W, 4-3 (OT)
10/15 Northwestern • ............... W, 4-0
10/20 vs. Va. Commonwealth 2 W, 4-0
10/22 at Michigan • ..........W, 3-2 (OT)
10/28 Michigan State • ...W, 4-3 (2OT)
11/4 vs. iowa 3 ..........................L, 0-2
11/11 vs. California 4 ................ W, 3-1
11/12 vs. duke 4 .........................L, 0-3
1 Blue Hen Classic (Newark, del.); 2 in 
ann arbor, Mich.; 3 Big Ten Champion-
ship in ann arbor, Mich; 
4NCaa First and Second Rounds (dur-
ham, N.C.)
2007
(6-12 Overall, 2-4 Big Ten/5th)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Linda Haussener, 
Michaela O’Malley
8/25 deLaWaRe 1 ...................L, 0-4
8/26 BUCKNeLL1 .................. W, 6-1
9/1 SaiNT LOUiS ................ W, 6-1
9/2 OHiO ...............................L, 2-4
9/4 at Kent State ....................L, 0-3
9/8 at Maryland 2 ....................L, 1-4
9/9 vs. american 2 ..................L, 1-3
9/12 at Miami .................W, 2-1 (OT)
9/18 at Ball State .....................L, 1-2
9/21 iNdiaNa • ...................... W, 2-1
9/23 MiSSOURi STaTe ......... W, 5-0
9/28 MiCHiGaN • ........... L, 2-3 (OT)
10/7 at Michigan State • ...........L, 2-4
10/10 LOUiSViLLe ....................L, 1-2
10/14 iOWa • .............................L, 1-2
10/19 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-0
10/26 at Penn State • .................L, 0-1
11/1 vs. Penn State 3 ...............L, 0-3
1 Buckeye invitational; 2 Terrapin invita-
tional; 3 Big Ten Tournament, Columbus, 
Ohio
2008
(14-7 Overall, 3-3 Big Ten/T-4th)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Linda Haussener, emily 
Mikac
8/31 KeNT STaTe ................. W, 2-0
9/3 at Ohio .................W, 2-1 (2OT)
9/6 at delaware 1 .......W, 2-1 (2OT)
9/7 vs. Temple 1 ................... W, 3-0
9/10 at Louisville ......................L, 1-5
9/13 at Vermont 2 .....................L, 2-3
9/14 vs. Maine 2 ..................... W, 4-0
9/17 BaLL STaTe .................. W, 5-0
9/20 at duke ............................L, 2-3
9/21 vs. appalachian State 3  . W, 7-0
9/26 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ........L, 1-3
9/28 PeNN STaTe • ................L, 0-1
10/1 ROBeRT MORRiS ........ W, 6-0
10/5 at Michigan • ....................L, 2-3
10/10 at indiana • ..................... W, 5-0
10/15 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 3-1
10/19 at iowa • ......................... W, 2-0
10/24 NORTHWeSTeRN • ...... W, 6-0
11/6 vs. Michigan 4 ................ W, 3-2
11/7 vs. Penn State 4 .....W, 2-1 (OT)
11/9 vs. iowa 4 ................ L, 1-2 (OT)
1 Blue Hen Classic (Newark, del.); 2 
Sheraton Catamount Field Hockey Clas-
sic (Burlington, Vt.); 3 in durham, N.C.; 4 
Big Ten Tournament (Bloomington, ind.)
2009
(13-7 Overall, 4-2 Big Ten/T-2nd)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Lindsay Quintiliani, aisling 
Coyle
8/29    JaMeS MadiSON   .........L, 0-1
8/30    SaiNT LOUiS ................ W, 7-0
9/4    at Syracuse ............. L, 2-3 (OT)
9/5    vs. Princeton1 .......... L, 4-5 (OT)
9/11   OHiO UNiVeRSiTY ....... W, 3-0
9/16   KeNT STaTe ................. W, 5-2
9/18  VeRMONT ..................... W, 3-0
9/20  CeNTRaL MiCHiGaN ... W, 1-0
9/22  at Ball State ................... W, 5-0
9/27 iNdiaNa • ...................... W, 3-2
10/02 at Penn State • ........ L, 1-2 (OT) 
10/07   at Miami University ........ W, 5-2
10/11  iOWa • ........................... W, 2-0
10/14  Louisville ................W, 2-1 (OT) 
10/17 Michigan • ...................... W, 4-3
10/23   at Michigan State • ...........L, 1-2
10/25 dUKe ............................. W, 2-1
10/31  at Northwestern • ........... W, 2-1
11/5   vs. Penn State2  ...............L, 1-2
11/14   vs. North Carolina3 ...........L, 1-4
1at Syracuse, N.Y.; 2Big Ten Tournament, 
east Lansing, Mich.; 3First Round NCaa 
Tournament, Winston-Salem, N.C.
• Big Ten Conference Game
Home Matches in CaPS
2010
(18-5 Overall, 5-1 Big Ten/T-1st)
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – aisling Coyle, Bri doak
8/31 at Ohio ...................W, 2-1 (OT)
9/3 SYRaCUSe ............ L, 1-2 (OT)
9/5 KeNT STaTe ................. W, 4-0 
9/8 at Louisville ..........W, 4-3 (2OT)
9/11 vs. Virginia .......................L, 2-4
9/12 at Old dominion ............. W, 2-1
9/18 at duke  .......................... W, 3-1
9/19 at Wake Forest ......W, 3-2 (OT)
9/24 NORTHWeSTeRN • ........L, 2-3
9/29 ROBeRT MORRiS ........ W, 8-0
10/2 at indiana • ..................... W, 4-1
10/7 MiaMi (OHiO) ................ W, 5-1
10/15 MiCHiGaN STaTe • ...... W, 5-1
10/17 PeNN STaTe • .............. W, 3-0
10/22 at Michigan • .................. W, 2-1
10/23 vs. UC davis 2 ................ W, 4-0
10/27 BaLL STaTe .................. W, 5-0
10/30 at iowa • ......................... W, 3-0
11/5 vs. Michigan State 3 ....... W, 2-0
11/7 vs. Michigan 3 ..................L, 1-2
11/13 vs. albany 4 ............W, 2-1 (OT)
11/14 vs. Syracuse 4 ........W, 3-2 (OT)
11/19 vs. Maryland 5 ..................L, 1-3
1 at Norfolk, Va. 2 at ann arbor, Mich.; 3 
Big Ten Tournament (evanston, ill.); 4 
First and Second Rounds NCaa Tourna-
ment; 5 Semifinal NCaa Tournament
2011
(12-9 Overall, 4-2 Big Ten/T-2nd
Head Coach – anne Wilkinson
Captains – Jenn Sciulli, ally Tunitis
8/26 dUKe ...................... L, 2-3 (OT)
8/27 NeW HaMPSHiRe ..........L, 1-3
8/31 OHiO ...............................L, 1-2
9/3 vs. Richmond 1 ....  W, 2-1 (2OT)
9/4 at James Madison ......... W, 2-0
9/9 SYRaCUSe .....................L, 0-2
9/11 OLd dOMiNiON ..............L, 0-2
9/16 WaKe FOReST .....W, 4-3 (OT)
9/18 at Kent State .................. W, 4-1
9/23 MiCHiGaN • .................. W, 2-1
9/27 at Ball State ................... W, 5-0
9/30 iNdiaNa • ...................... W, 3-2
10/4 LOUiSViLLe .................. W, 2-1
10/8 iOWa • .............................L, 0-3
10/14 at Michigan State • . L, 1-2 (20T)
10/18 at Miami (OH) ................ W, 2-1
10/22 at Penn State • ............... W, 2-0
10/28 at Northwestern • ........... W, 3-1
11/3 vs. Michigan State 2 ....... W, 2-1 
11/4 at Penn State 2 .................L, 0-1
11/12 at Old dominion 3 .............L, 0-5
1 at Harrisonburg, Va..; 2 Big Ten Tourna-
ment (University Park, Pa.); 3 First and 
Second Rounds NCaa Tournament. 
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COaCHing RECORDS By yEaR
 Year W L T Pct. Coach 
 1971 5 4 1 .550 Mary Raysa 
 1972 6 4 3 .577 Mary Raysa 
 1973 11 2 1 .821 Harriet Reynolds 
 1974 12 3 1 .781 Harriet Reynolds 
 1975 9 7 0 .563 Harriet Reynolds 
 1976 17 5 0 .773 Harriet Reynolds 
 1977 11 3 2 .750 Harriet Reynolds 
 1978 14 5 2 .714 Harriet Reynolds 
 1979 12 5 2 .684 Harriet Reynolds 
 1980 11 6 2 .632 Harriet Reynolds 
 1981 12 18 0 .400 Harriet Reynolds 
 1982 8 10 0 .444 Harriet Reynolds 
 1983 5 16 4 .280 Harriet Reynolds 
 1984 8 13 3 .396 Harriet Reynolds 
 1985 9 9 2 .500 Harriet Reynolds 
 1986 3 12 5 .275 Harriet Reynolds 
 1987 6 11 2 .368 Karen Weaver 
 1988 4 12 5 .309 Karen Weaver 
 1989 7 11 0 .389 Karen Weaver 
 1990 6 11 2 .368 Karen Weaver 
 1991 14 6 1 .690 Karen Weaver 
 1992 8 10 0 .444 Karen Weaver 
 1993 8 12 0 .400 Karen Weaver 
 1994 14 7 0 .667 Karen Weaver 
 1995 10 9 0 .526 Karen Weaver 
 1996 13 7 0 .650 anne Wilkinson 
 1997 11 9 0 .550 anne Wilkinson 
 1998 12 8 0 .600 anne Wilkinson 
 1999 12 7 0 .632 anne Wilkinson 
 2000 12 8 0 .600 anne Wilkinson 
 2001 15 5 0 .750 anne Wilkinson 
 2002 8 10 0 .444 anne Wilkinson 
 2003 13 7 0 .650 anne Wilkinson 
 2004 10 10 0 .500 anne Wilkinson 
 2005 15 7 0 .682 anne Wilkinson 
 2006 15 4 0 .789 anne Wilkinson
 2007 6 12 0 .333 anne Wilkinson
 2008 14 7 0 .667 anne Wilkinson
 2009 13 7 0 .650 anne Wilkinson
 2010 18 5 0 .783 anne Wilkinson
 2011 12 9 0 .571 anne Wilkinson
 ToTAls 411 333 38 .560 41 seasons
OPPONeNT .... ReCORd PcT. lAsT
albany........................ 3-0 1.000 2010
aMeRiCaN ................ 0-1 .000 2007
appalachian State ..... 1-0 1.000 2008
ashland...................... 3-0 1.000 1976
BaLL STaTe  ............11-7 .611 2011
Bemidji State ............. 1-0 1.000 1976
Boston College .......... 2-0 1.000 2006
Boston University....... 0-1 .000 1997
Bowling Green ......... 10-0 1.000 1980
BUCKNeLL ................ 1-0 1.000 2007
California  .................. 2-5 .286 2006
Cal State-Chico ...... 0-0-1 .500 1986
Central Michigan...... 14-5 .736 2009
Central Missouri State 0-1 .000 1976
Connecticut................ 0-2 .000 2000
dartmouth .................. 1-0 1.000 1993
davis & elkins............ 3-4 .429 1988
dayton ....................... 3-1 .750 1982
delaware ................... 2-2 .500 2008
denison .................. 6-5-1 .583 1984
drexel ........................ 1-0 1.000 2001
duke .......................... 2-6 .250 2011 
earlham ..................... 1-0 1.000 1972
eastern illinois ........... 1-1 .500 1981
eastern Kentucky ...... 2-1 .667 1991
eastern Michigan ....... 1-0 1.000 1972
Fairfield ...................... 1-0 .000 2000
iNdiaNa ............... 14-7-1 .659 2011
indiana State .......... 1-1-1 .500 1982
iOWa ..................... 14-41 .254 2011
ithaca ......................... 0-1 .000 1983
James Madison ...... 4-8-1 .346 2011
KeNT STaTe ........... 19-6 .760 2011
Kentucky .................... 4-0 1.000 1977
Kenyon ................... 9-0-1 .950 1983
LaSalle....................... 1-0 1.000 1994
Lehigh ........................ 0-1 .000 1988
Lock Haven............. 2-5-2 .333 2005
Longwood ............... 1-0-1 .750 1979
LOUiSViLLe ............ 16-5 .762 2011
Maine ......................... 5-2 .714 2008
Marietta...................... 3-0 1.000 1976
MaRYLaNd ............... 0-6 .000 2010
UMaSS ...................... 0-2 .000 1983
MiaMi (OHiO) ....... 34-5-1 .862 2011
MiCHiGaN .......... 24-34-2 .417 2011
MiCHiGaN STaTe 37-19-3 .653 2011
Minnesota .................. 1-0 1.000 1981
MiSSOURi STaTe ..... 6-2 .750 2007
Muskingum ................ 5-3 .625 1977
NeW HaMPSHiRe .... 2-2 .500 2011
North Carolina ........... 0-2 .000 2009
Northeastern .............. 0-2 .000 1997
Northern illinois.......... 6-1 .857 1991
Northern Michigan ..... 2-0 1.000 1976
NORTHWeSTeRN 25-26-2 .491 2011
Notre dame ............... 1-0 1.000 1985
OHiO  ................... 22-9-3 .742 2011
Ohio Wesleyan ....... 5-3-2 .600 1978
Old dominion ............. 1-5 .167 2011
Otterbein .................... 1-0 1.000 1971
Pacific ........................ 5-1 .833 2006
PeNN STaTe ......11-33-2 .261 2011
Pennsylvania ............. 2-0 1.000 2006 
Princeton ................... 0-2 .000 2009 
Providence................. 0-2 .000 1993
Purdue .................... 4-8-5 .382 1987
Radford ...................... 4-0 1.000 2003
Richmond ............... 4-0-1 .900 2011
ROBeRT MORRiS .... 2-0 1.000 2010
Rutgers ...................... 2-1 .667 1996
San Jose State ....... 0-0-1 .500 1986
Smith ......................... 0-1 .000 1981
Southern illinois ......... 3-2 .600 1987
Springfield.................. 2-3 .400 1993
Stanford ..................... 1-4 .200 2003
St. Joseph’s ............... 2-1 .667 1998
Saint Louis .............. 8-1-2 .818 2009
Syracuse.................... 2-5 .286 2011
Temple ....................... 3-0 1.000 2008
Toledo ........................ 3-2 .600 1990
Trenton State ............. 0-2 .000 1983
Ursinus ...................... 0-1 .000 1976
Vermont ..................... 3-1 .750 2009
Villanova .................... 3-0 1.000 2002
ViRGiNia ................. 1-10 .091 2010
Va. Commonwealth 2-0-2 .750 2006
Wake Forest .............. 2-2 .500 2011
Washington, d.C. Club 1-0 1.000 1980
West Chester ............. 0-1 .000 1985
Western Michigan ...... 1-0 1.000 1974
William & Mary ........... 0-7 .000 1991
Wisconsin .................. 1-0 1.000 1975
UC davis ................... 1-0 1.000 2010
UW-LaCrosse ............ 1-0 1.000 1978
Wittenberg .............11-1-1 .885 1981
Wooster ................ 10-6-2 .611 1983
Youngstown State ...... 1-0 1.000 1975
2012 Opponents in CaPS
aLL-TiME SERiES RECORDS
